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1. This report on changes in winegrowing potential and the relationship 
between production potential and consumption of wine sector pr?ducts has 
been drafted pursuant to Article 9 of Regulation (EEC) No 822/87 on the 
common organization of the market in wine (COM)(1). 
The report was drafted using: 
-data from the statistical surveys of agricultural areas(2), 
principally the intermediate surveys carried out annually and the basic 
surveys carried out every ten years, the availability of two basic 
surveys (1980 and 1990) permitting a more detailed analysis of the 
sector's development; 
- data submitted to the Directorate-General for Agriculture at the 
commission (DG VI) by the Member states, principally for the purposes 
of the annual wine balance (production-consumption) used for the 
management of Community intervention measures in the wine sector; 
- in certain cases, data taken from the vineyard register(3) or the 
trade press. 
Production potential is usually taken to mean the area under vine and the 
average production expected from that area given an average yield. Note 
( 1 ) OJ No L 8 4 , 2 7 • 3 . 19 8 7 , p. 1. 
(2) OJ No L 54, 5.3.1979 [Regulation (EEC) No 357/79]. 
(3) OJ No L 208, 31.7.1986 {Regulation (EEC) No 2392/86] 
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snould be taken of the considerable variation in wine production from 
year to year as a result of the sensibility of grapes to changes in the 
~eatlieJ:"during the growing season (spring frosts in the north, summer 
drought in the south etc.) or at harvest time (rain) and rapidly 
developing diseases which can ruin the harvest. This makes the prediction 
of grape harvests more difficult than that of field crops and estimates 
of medium-term production trends less reliable. 
Community winegrowing potential is regulated through rules on planting 
involving a system of planting rights which enable the development of 
areas under vine to be controlled. To be able to plant, a winegrower 
requires authorization from the authorities granted in the form either of 
a replanting right following the grubbing-up of an existing vineyard (to 
enable. the normal renewal of vineyards) or a new planting right, 
curren:tly only granted in certain restricted cases (experimentation, 
reparcelling etc.). As a general rule replanting is prohibited because of 
the structural imbalance between supply and demand in the wine sector. As 
a,res\llt of the controls on planting.and the permanent abandonment 
premiums in respect of winegrowing areas(4) (a grubbing-up premium is 
grant~d to applicants in return for grubbing up specified areas and the 
loss of. replanting rights) the area under vine in the community is 
falling,:• Around 50 000 hectares per annum were grubbed up in return for a 
premium during the 1988/89 to 1990/91 wine years. 
(4) OJ No L 132, 28.5.1988, Regulation (EEC) No 1442/88. 
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2. Attention is drawn to the nature of the data contained in this report and 
their fields of application as defined in the conunon organization of the 
market in wine. A distinction should be made, for example, between the 
area in production and the area under vine which includes young, non-
productive vines, or the potential area under vine. The latter includes 
valid but unused plantation rights. Equally, data on wine production·only 
takes account of areas planted with wine grapes, whilst that on total 
areas also includes areas planted with other varieties (table grapes, 
grapes for drying etc.). This is particularly relevant in the south of 
Italy and Greece where large quantities of grapes are grown foi-6ther 
uses. 
Data on areas under vine can be broken down according to various c~iteria 
using the· 'Vitis' database developed by the Statistical Office of the 
European communities (SOEC), for example, by administrative region. OG 
IV, however, only has data on annual production (the wine balances) 
broken down by Member State rather than by region. It is therefore 
difficult in this report to show the development of production potential 
region by region. Given the wide differences in yield and prod~~ts 
between regions, a comparison between changes in production pot·ehtial 
between regions cannot be made simply ~n the basis of area data. 
Furthermore, to correctly assess changes in areas within a region~ 
account must also be taken of the ageing of the stock of vines or· 
conversely of the m.easures taken to renew it (average age of vines, 
training system, varieties of vines, changes in the agronomic yield, 
average size of vineyards, number of young farmers etc.) and of Community 
subsidies from the structural Funds for restructuring vineyards. The 
gathering of such analytical data is, however, well beyond the scope of 
this report. 
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3. The data supplied reveals a significant fall in areas under vine over the 
last ten years but a less-than-proportionate fall in production due to a 
general increase in average yields. Furthermore, the reduction in area in 
the south of the community disguises an increase in the northern regions 
which, given higher average yields, has had a greater impact on 
production. owing to the continuous fall in consumption levels, there has 
been a constant imbalance between production and use. The fact that vines 
are perennial crops (grown for between 20 and 60 years) requiring special 
investment repayable over a long period is a source of inertia. At the 
same time, the market is tending to react ever more quickly. 
The relative margin of error in the data prevents the rate of development 
being determined with sufficient accuracy to allow a correct assessment 
of the impact of Community policies intended to manage production 
potential (grubbing-up premiums, control of replanting rights and yields 
etc.). Figures may vary by more than 10% from one set of data to the next 
depending on the source, while the annual grubbing-up rates are of the 
order of 2% to 4%. There is a clear discrepancy between the statistics 
supplied by Spain, which are subject to subsequent correction by the 
SOEC, and those published by Eurostat. In addition, successive accessions 
(Greece, spain and Portugal) prevent the changes occurring over the 
period in question being calculated for the Community as a whole. The 
Member states do not submit estimates of changes in production potential 
(see Table 2.2), which makes this all the more difficult to do at 
Community level. 
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4. There has been a relative increase in the production of quality wines 
(quality wines psr) linked to a significant move towards higher~quality 
vine varieties. Similarly, the reason for the fall in the area under 
varieties intended for the production of table wines can be found in the 
policy of granting premiums for grubbing up. There has also been a 
reduction in the growing of traditional local varieties to the detriment 
of better-known varieties such as chardonnay, riesling and cabernet 
sauvignon and a cautious introduction of new varieties in the north of 
the Community. 
As regards structural changes, it must be stressed that the sector is 
made up of a large number of very small vineyards, two-thirds of which 
are of less than one hectare. such vineyards, however, account for less 
than 20% of the total area under vine and still less of production sold 
through the major marketing channels. 
The reduction in the number of vineyards is to be seen principally 
amongst these small vineyards. The size at which the number of vineyards 
remains stable or is increasing varies from country to country .with an 
average minimum of five hectares. It varies according to the age of the 
farmer, the degree to which the farmer specializes in winegrowing and the 
percentage of double active farmers, the type of production an.d the value 
placed on it. These p.arameters vary greatly from one region to another. 
5. The recent adoption by the Council of a Regulation providing for the 
inclusion of data from the vineyard register in statistical surveys(!) 
will permit a considerable improvement to be made in the quality of data 
on vineyards and the analysis of and the estimation of trends in 
production potential enabling reliable predictions to be made for each 
region and type of product •1 
(1) OJ No L 289, 24.11.1993 {Council Regulation (EEC) No 3205/93 of 
16 November 1993 amending Regulation (EEC) No 357/79 on statistical surveys 
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1 
Characteristics and sources of data on areas l.l"der vines '. 
; 
:·l--..3,L;S 1 .1 
[- - VINEYARD REPORT I 





I Article 94Regulat1on1EEC) No· 822/87:=-J 
I 
Data communicated pursuant to 
Regulation (EEC) No 357/79 
Regulation (EEC) No 822/87 
• Determination of areas/regions Other 
L • Areas 
- grubbing 
' + planting 
-·----· -----·--·- -··-
Production 
Wine year reports ,.;.:.. 
Uses 
...___ 
Reg. (EEC) No 357/79 on statistical surveys of areas ~er vj~s, OJ No L54, 5.3.1979, p. 124. 
Reg. CEEC) No 822/87 on the common organizati~ of the market in wine, OJ No L 8~, 27.3.1987, p. 1 
r: OBJECTIVES I 
Trends/forecasts: 





("N" indicates the year] 
TABLE ' 1.2 
I . -TIMETABLE _F~ __ ACQUISITION OF DATA - I 
N-1 N N+1 N+2 
Calendar years: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 ... 
I: I L._ym• N-1/N I Leyear N/N+t I I Wine years 
Statistics 
Regulation (EEC) No 357/79 
:Area under vine~ cultivated ... 
- according ~c:> __ ype_o_!_p_r()~l1_<::t!:_on a~d xi:_e!_d_ ~la~s 
I Situa_tion at 31 August N 
- grubbed or abandoned 
- replanted 
~lBMWMifliW&Bitit11\W!tDit1::uti!MID11mi11Mill ~~~~~e s during wine year 
- production of grape must or wine 




Definitive supply balance 
Remarks 
In the tables the data presented by calendar year correspond to the 
situation at t!>e area under vines at 31 August of year N, i.e. to .. 
grubbing and planting operations carried out during wine year N-1/N,.·:. 
but indicate the area supplying production in the following wine 
year, N/N+l. 
The lack of uniformity of data sent by Member States and non-
r.ompliance with transmission deadlines delay data processing within 
com.-,unity institutions; whence their late availability. 
Availability is faster at Member State level; in France, for 
ir.s~ar.=e, the 1988 agricultural census results (SCEES-INSEE) were 
~ublishcd in AGRESTE, Etudes N° 4, in June 1990. 
N harvest (wine year N/N+l) 
N harvest <> Management of 
market j ~~_:ve~tion measures. 
Data transmission to 
EUROSTAT: l May of year N+l 
Communication of data to 





BAS I C SURVEYS 
R~g~~a,ti6n (EEC) _ No 357/79 
···.PRESE:NTATIONOF DATA' 
r BASIC SURVEY (Article 2): I 
Basic surveys are carried out every 10 years andcover all holdings 
having an area under vines cultivated normally intended for the 
production FOR SALE of grapes, grape must, wine or propagating material. 
(NB: Family consump.tion should be estimated.) 
CONTENTS OF BASIC SURVEY: 
utilized agricultural area 
area under vines cultivated 
Vine varieties: 
Age of the vines: 
area under 
-,= 
wine grape varieties: 
for quality wines psr 
for other wines 
I- wine ~~mpul~oril-;- intended for the _manufacture of certain potable 
obtain~~~ ~rom win~-;,ith a r_egist'::red _designation of origin 
area under wine grape varieties: 
----·· --~--·-
area planted with root-stock f~E ___ !~ture_~raf_t~~S!_ __ 
area cultivated solely for the production of vine 
p~opag(lti~imat:rial subdivided into: -
1
- nurseries 
- -~-·n·ent v1ne::; (Ol"Q.l"OOt.-stock 
area under grapes for drying 
For each geographical unit a record should bemade 
of the v;ne varieties which together constitu~e ~~es 
least_ 70% of the total area under .wine grapel~. 
in any case, of the varieties occupying not less 
than 3% of the said area. 
The age of the vines should be calculated from the 








I INTERM-E~IATE SURVEY (Article 5): I 
INTERMEDIATE SURVEYS 
Regulation (EEC) No 357/79 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
The intermediate surveys relate to th~ changes occurring in vineyard 
areas under wine-grape vine varieties during the preceding wine year. 
(Note: The first intermediate surveys following the basic surveys relate 
to changes during the previous two wine years.) 
CONTENT OF THE INTERMEDIATE SURVEYS: 
i 
- areas under vines normally used for the production of: ~ 
. I.:_ qu~i.-.. i~t-y wines psr I 
taking into account: 
- other wines 
1- wine compulsorily intended for the manufacture of certain potable spirits 
obtain~d fro~ wine with a registered designation of origin 
-grubbing (including areas permanently abandoned after. 
receipt of a grubbing premium) 
replantingunder._the-terms of a replanting right (Article 7 
and Annex v, Regulation !_EEC) ~()--~~-2/87) ,. 
new planting under the ter!lls of a new planting right 
(Article 6. and Annex V, Regulation (EEC-) No 822/87) 
--·--~~----.----- - ------··--------. .,.. ... -- ------------ ·---- _·: . ------- -- -----------· 
Breakdown by variety and at least by yield class as -referred to in Article 6(2) 
Results to be notified to the Commission before 1 May of the year 
following the wine ye(ir___£~~J:l*:~Pai"_":~raph _!;_)__ ____ _ 
}lean yields per hectare in hectolitres. of grape must or wine from 
areas under \-'ine grape varieties, broken down by yield class 
( .:..:;:~ :..c;~_ 6 l --~---------;----
_Five-year forward estimate of -average yield$'per hectare for each 
y:e:d ::lass (para. 3) (N.B.: This forec~st: isnot_generally 
.: :-~_:-: __ ::-::. =.::: e::. 





Classification of areas on the basis of harvest and production 
declarations (Regulation (EEC) No 3929/87) 
Total area declared intended for the production and storage of wine products 





I Other grapes (table grapes, dried grapes, 
grapes for the _ production of,wine spirits, 
I 




I I Wine obtained J 
from d':'al:purpose_ 
var1et1es 
Harvesters whose holdings comprise less than 10 ares of 
OV(nes and. WhoSe' ·crOp is not mark.e·fed are not required t'O 
make this d~claration {Article 1) 
Harvesters .... •hose entire crop is intended for consumption as 
such (tabl.:o gr_ap-?~.1 _or for. dryi~g _(~ritt_d grap_e!ll or f~?r 
processing directly into grape juice are not required to 
make this declat·ation (Article l) 
Producers who obtain by vinification less than 10 
hectolitres of wine which is not intended_ for marketing are 
not required to make this decltration (Article 2) 
special circulation and dis~illation rules are defined for 
"other wines"- cfor the production of wine spirits, for 
example) 
Harvest declarations used for the purpose of managing wine 
and wine products (Regulations (EEC) No 822/87 and (EEC} No 
823/871 are.also used for statis~ical purpose~ (Arti~le 10) 
The use of the areas has not been strictly defined 'in view 
of variations due to: 
objections/downgrading for quality wine 
~· dual-purpose classification (vari~ties classified 
simultaneously as wine-grape varieties and as 
varieties intended for other uses) 
tl1e distillation of table grapes 
No ar~~s ~:1d~r vi11es are defined for ttle production of 













Classification of vine varieties according to the uses to which the grapes obtained are normally put. 
··· ·· General rules: Regulation (EEC) No~ 2JB9iB9l ·· ····· ·--·- · 
,,·t· .C::lassifl._cat~~!! •. of _vine varieties 
(Regulation (EEC) No 3800/81) 
Recommended varieties 
l 




Wine grape varieties Table grape varieties . Gr~pe varieties 
··.for. special use 
l 1 





for the production for the production 
Area un~e_r grapes IIArea .under. g. rap.e~ 
of quality wine psr of other wine ,. 
Sui~able for_ the production of: 
Regulation (EEC) No 822/87, Art. 69 
_ grape must with fermentation arrested by the 
additio~ of alcohol · 
- concentra·ted grape must 
-wine suitable for yielding table wine 
- table wine 
- liqueur wine 
-quality wine psr 
- liqueur ,.:ine 
- grape ~ust ir. fermentation, ext·racted 
fro_r.; ra~sined g!."ape~ 
~:. s. : A:-e.!s u~der v:.ne variet.'ies to'r the- productiOn 'O·i 'Other wine 
:-·..1:.:·:) c=::~::::ises :a!J:..e w.:.~e. includinq reqional Wines 
~~.;..::a:.:..:-:~::. tC:!.C! N.:-s 23S9/S9 and No JS0:0/81 .specify the· 
:! :~~ ;~J~es ~it~o~t) howeve:,- ~aking a. link.with. the 
.. ··.·:.·: ,.~ ... ~,s ·· \ :..;-·., c-! ':.~~.:! ;-::-:.es c;:.\'e:; in ':'able 1.5 any 
:: ~=-~~ 3:~:~~:.~= -:.~ ~se :.s apFroxi~a:e. 
I 
'
Area under grapes for the) 
production of wine .spirits 
,. 
I j ~.rea under ~ 
grapes f()r .~ryir:'g. 
Root stock varieties! 
~rea under root stock 
mother vines 
I 
:Area under grapes for 
'
other uses (grape juice, 
canning, etc.) 
"t~·-~. 




I classification of areas under vines according to status of 
Area not yet 
in producti 
Area in production (planted with 
young vines) 
N.B. Only areas indicated in bold and italics are available in 
Eurostat publications 
(•) Pursuant t.:o Article 7 of Regulation (EECl NO 13?.2/87, 
planLing rights may be 1HtY,cd eitllcr to aJ·c.-:. (plcrt~;) or· to ,:1 




















Factors determining trend of areas 
+ 
= 
AREAS IN PRODUCTION AT START OF WINE YEAR C-1 
GRUBBING of areas in production during C-1 
PLANTING (replanting or new planting)', 
carried out during year C-3 
AREAS IN PRODUCTION IN WINE YEAR C 
+ areas set aside during year C 
+ planting carried out during years C-2 and C-1 
------~----------~~------~---
= TOTAL AREA UNDER V!NES IN YEAR C. 
+ Rights in hand: 
• replanting rights for years C-7 to c 
• new planting rights for years C-2 to c 
= POTENTIAL AREA UNDER VINES IN YEAR C 1 
Monitoring of planting rights presupposes an operational vineyard 
register (Regulation {EEC) No 2392/86) 
The difference between areas grubbed and areas replanted must be 
greater than or equal to areas permanently abandoned (for which a 
grubbing premium has been granted) 
Grubbings are deemed to correspond to grubbings of areas in 
production 
The duration of non-productive status depends on the type of 
planting; for the purposes of the report, a vineyard is deemed to 
come into production in the third year after planting 
I 
2 
· PRESENTATION OF DATA PROVIDED BY MEMBER STATES 
TABLE 2.1 
DATA AVAILABLE IN EUROSTAT SURVEYS I 
BASIC SURVEY 
First basic survey t: 
I DE I FA IT LU GA ES PT 
1979 X X X 
1982 X X 
Second basic survey !: 
DE FA I 'IT LU I GA I ES PT 
1988 X I,. I· I 
1989 X X I X X I X I 
1990 x. I I I I 
NB: France and Italy have been granted a derogation to allowing them to 
conduct the basic survey in a year other than 1~89. 
DE FA IT LU GA . ES PT 
1980 X - - X -
1981 X X - X -
1982 X X - X -
1983 X X - X X 
1984 X X X X X 
1985 X X X X X 
1986 X X X X X - -
1987 X X X X X - -
1988 X X X X X - -
1989 X X X X X - -
1990 X X X - X(*) - -
1991 (*) - X - X X - -
1992 (*) - X - X X - -
1993 - - - - - - -
Key: 
X: data available from the Statistical Office of the European·Communities 
-: data unavailable 
(*): being verified by EUROSTAT 
\24-Nov-93\WK92\AAPPOAndata _ es2 
TABLE 2 . 2 - ..1\.f- -














































































































































































































































































· -~-Unava i table. 
not compulsory 





















































Area under wine grapes. by type of production and potential yield class 
~Area under wine grapes. by type of produ.ction and actual yield class- (in the 
r~ference wine year) 
Area under wine grapes, grubbed, ·by type o( production and potential yieJd 1 class 
! Area under wine grapes. g·rubbed. by_ type of production and.actual yield 
class (in the reference wine year} 
Area under wi.ne grapes .. r~planted, by type of production and potential yield class 
Area under wine grapes, replanted, by type of production and actual yield 





Area under" wine grapes, planted {new plantings). by type of production and potential _yield class 
Area under wine grapes, planted (new pla~tings)~ by type of production and 
actual yield ~lass (in the reference wine year} 
Grape must or wine production from areas under wine grapes. by potential 
yield class and estimated mean natural alcoholic strength. according to the 
type of production 1 
Grape must or wine production from areas. Under wine grapes. by actual yield 
class (in the reference wine year) and ·estimated mean natural alcoholic 
strength. accOrding to the type of production 
N.B.: The breakdown by yield class is largely unavailable 
TABLE ' 2.3 
TREND IN AREA UNDER VINES BY MEMBER STATE 
~reB: under: 
: vines· ~., . · . -;,· 
all type::;! 





















. . ... e;,.,. 
all typ~~: 









































not .. ,1.. under quality 
.: ~ine psr ·~ · productiO~':· 
NA NA NA NA NA 
6.234 95.719 95.719 0 0 
7.565 96.572 89.007 0 0 
8.714 97.736 89.022 0 0 
8.838 99.208 90.370 0 0 
8.200 100.404 92.204 0 0 
7.536 100.562 93.026 0 0 
6.950 100.010 93.060 0 0 
6.745 100.021 93.276 0 0 
6.909 100.384 93.475 0 0 
NA NA NA NA NA 
5.768 102.357 96.589 0 0 
NA NA NA NA NA 
NA NA NA NA NA 
NA NA NA NA NA 
Total area'. 
. . ' 
under quality' 
wine psr 
I 1o2.028 I 0 
VITIS-Eurostat Unit: hectare 
Cronos-Eurostat July 1992 situation 
Eurostat - July 1993 situation 
NA: not available 
TABLE 2.4 -A~-





















under quality I 
~ine Ps·r- :·.'; 
in product. i~-r~·; 
t. U_!l~e~ ocher~ •_;: ~~- "Oihet~·ine 
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VITIS-Eurostat Unit: hectare 
Cronos-Eurostat July 1992 situation 
Eurostat - July 1993 situation 
NA: not available 
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TABLE 2.5 
TREND IN AREA UNDER VINES BY MEMBER STATE 
BASIC SURVEY '1; 




















- .... _.,, 
all types 



































·..• .. . 
under qualicy 


















·:: wine psr 
.. '1" 
















·: in product ion: 
NA NA 
NA NA 




















VITIS-Eurostat: Unit: hectac-e 
c:\excel\estat\resume\SUMEMTS2.XLS24/11/93 
Cronos-Eurostat July 1992 situation 
Eurost:at - July 1993 sit:uat:ion 
NA: not available 
6 
TABLE .·J 2.6 
TREND IN AREA UNDER VINES BY MEMBER STATE 
BASIC SURVEY . .- 1979 
11.103.8081 


















-.~ .... ~.~-·~·.-$'~~-: 
920.311 
Total area 













































































































Cronos-Eurostat July 1992 situation 
Eurostat - July 1993 situation 









·~-~)·· .. ,:~::.: 
-fl_'L-








~I~ .. -~-j_~~-e- ····t;N~ 
~¥.~!f.~;L 





Total at;"ea und"ei wine· grapes Tot~l area -,.~~~ 
!,-,...-. :-t-CI""'ta_l_.___,,-in-.. -pr_od __ u-c-t!-.o-n-r-1--n...;.·o·.-t -.. -. -1 under quality und_<;: .'!u.!l.i~y~ 
wine psr :... _wine_ p~r. J<': 
, in production· in productior-.1! 
·.· 1.307;000 NA 
1.308.000 NA 
1.297.000 NA 




















































































Cronos-Eurostat July 1992 situation 
Eurostat - July 1993 situation 



















TREND IN AREA UNDER VINES BY MEMBER STATE 
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Total area under wine grapes 
total ·: lin: p~~uct.ion I '·. n~t. _ }(
















?:· Tocal· area:.:~ 
.. ~ ... _:..::.,;:c."~'~~~~'­
)'.i:-. 1 under; ,~. 
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u;.,der qua li <: y 






















Unit.: hectare ·gg_ggg• 
"99.999" 
,., 
Cronos-Eurostat July 1992 situation 
: Eurostat - July 1993 situation 


















TREND IN AREA UNDER VINES BY MEMBER STATE 
BASIC SURVEY 'f~ 























































Tot!"l area: .: 
u~d.er qua 1 i.ty 



























Source : •gg_ggg· 
"99.999" 
(•) 
VITIS-Eurostat Unit: hect.al (' 
NA 
Cronos-Eurostat July 1992 situation 
Eurostat - July 1993 situation 











TREND IN AREA UNDER VINES IN MEMBER ST~TES BY USE 
TREND IN AREA UNDER VINES IN MEMBER STATI!:S BY SIZE OF HOLDING 
''t 
TABLE 3.1 
area under vi.nes, all types 
Area.under wine grapes 
Area under grapes for quality wine psr 
Area under grapes for other wine 
'jArea under grapes for other wine (including wine spirits) 
Area under-table grapes 
'Areis under vines not-· yet .grafted 
Area under vines for·mirsery p'ropagation 
Area under root stock.mother vines 
Area under grapes for drying 
Collllllunity area-und~r--vines according to basic surveys 
EUR 9 EUR10 EUR 12 
1979-1982 1988-1990 1979-1982 1988-1990 1979-1982 1988-1990 
2.242.891 .1.929.444 2.416.548 2.067.113 NA 3.425.127 
2.125.075 1.837.031 2.215.215 1.911.178 NA 3.209.978 
766.059 803.501 797.087 816.801 NA 1.422.277 
1.359.017 1.033.530 1.418.129 1.094.377 NA 1.787.701 
96.375 80.391 96.375 80.391 NA 80.391 
104.900 84.866 127.848 103.142 NA 145.704 
4.107 1.617 4.354 1.944 NA 11.716 
3.827 2.707 3.881 2.730 NA 3.373 
6.511 3.222 
0 0 
6.530 3.254 I 
~_60.245 44.866 ~~ ---- L__ ~~~s~52___j 
Source: Vitis-Eurostat unit:-·hectare 
Remarks: 
The vario.isuses are explained in Table 1.6 ("classification 






area under vin~~ all types 
Area under wine grapes 
Area under grapes for quality wine psr 
Area under grapes for other wine 
Area under grapes for other wine (including wine spirits) 
A~ea under table grapes 
:_p.rea under vines not yet grafted 
-· 
Area under vines for nursery propagation '·• ·, .... ' 
A~~~- under root stock mother vines i 
Ar~a und_er grapes for drying : ; 



































. 4.354 1.944' .. 
3.881 ·2;730 '· 











·. NA 3.373 
1 , NA 4.765 
'---r_:_N~ _____ 4_9_.~91 ____ 
Unit: hectare 
The various uses are explained in Table 1.6' !"classification 





community area under vines according to basic surveys 
Unit · ho 
ESPANA FRANCE IT ALIA 
area under vines ._ all typt?.s 
I Area under wine grapes 
.J Area under C)rapc:s for qualitiy wine psr 
I Area undec grapes.}?r other- ~ine 



















NA 33.940 29.562 18.160 75.338 66.706 
NA 7.301 1.524 0 2.583 1.617 
:.rea unde:- rQOt st.ock tnOther vines 










DEUTSCHLAND EllADA PORTUGAl 
1979 1989 1982 1989 1969 
94.202 102.357 173.657 137.669 NA 266.699 
Area under C) rap!!$ Cor qu4l i.ty wine psr 
Area under grapes for other wine 
:.:e• under qropes for other vine (Including vine spiritsll·. 
Area under table grapes 
:...rea ~.:~de:- vines not yet grafted 
.:..:ea t:nder vines for nursery p'rO;)agacton 
J..re5 unCe:- root ·scock mother vines 
:..ru o.;nder 9rapes !or drying 
93.858 102.028 90.140 74.147 
93.858 102.028 31.028 13.300 
0 0 59.112 60.846 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 22.946 16.276 
0 0 247 326 
294 276 58 22 
so 51 19 32 










lUXEMBOURG UNITED - KINGDOM 
1979 1969 I larea under vines •II types : 1.273 1.351 
1991 
993 ,., I I :..:-ea under wine grapes I Area under C)Uf'\.":5 Cor quality wine psr 
I Ar_ea under- grapes tor ot-her wine 
. !Area under grapes 'or other vine (including wine 
Are-.s under table 9rapes 
A:ea l.::'lder vines nc~ yet g!'afted 
.:.:ea 1.0r.der vines Cor nurs.ery p"ril;)4gation 
I :..:e~ ~:1;~er root stoc~ rr.ot.her vines I 
t ;.:e!; •..::o;l!er c;rapes !or drying I 
II 1.273 1.351 1.273 1.351 
0 0 





i 0 0 
Remarks: The various uses are explained in Table 1.6 ('"classification 
according t:o t:he use t:o which t:he grapes obtained are normally put") 
(•) Dat:a obtained from UK vineyard register - March 1992 (Reg. (EEC) N<> 
649/87) 







BREA.Kl)Oi·m- OF AREA U:;OF.H Vl NES: cllANcEs -J?R.oo-o"Ni ·wic suRVEY ro Tl!E NExT 
DEUTSCHLAND 
Unit: hectare r=:Ii~-1 1989 I I 1979 I 1989 I 
are-. ·under vines . •ll t.ylJ'!'t: . 
Area" under wine ~rapes 




100,00% 100.00% I 
99,63% 99,68.% 
99,63% 99,68% 
_Are/! under grapes for other. '!ine 0 0 0,00% 0,00% 
Area unde·r· grape·a· for other wine (including wine spiritS) 0 0 0,00% 0,00% 
·Area under · tabl.e grapes · 0 0 0,00% 0,00% 
"Area under vines not yet g~afted 0 0 0,00% 0,00% 
Area under vines for·nursery propagation 




r 0,05% 0,06% 
Ar~a under grapes for drying 0 0 0,00% 0,00% 
DEUTSCHLAND 
120.000 120.000 






60.0'00 60.000 I ·r.<\~LE w: Ni. 
-oT~ cw.s> 
40.000 40.000 














l BREAKDOWN OF AREA UNUEM V lll~~s: CHANGES FROM ONE BASIC SURVEY TO THE NEXT 
ELLADA 
Unit :h~tckvv<.. 
ar~-;-~ndec- vin•u , all tyv~~ 
r quality wine psr 
other wine 
Area under wine grapes 
Area under grapes fot 
Area under grapes for 
Area under grape·s for other wine (including wine spirits) 
180.000 
grafted 
Area under cable grapes 
·Area under v·ines not yet  
Area -under vines.for·nursel 
Area under root stock.moth< 














0 ._ ______________________ _ 
1982 










































-<>--- ALL TYPES 
WINE GRAPES 
-tr-- QWPSR 
- - TA~lE W; Ni 
- Oti!Er2., ( VJ, 5) 













CHANGES FROM ONE BASIC SURVEY TO THE NEXT 
FRANCE 
I 1979 I 1988 I I 1979 I .1988 I cc;;:;;---, 
Unit : h12.::. ~ r-::-:-:-:--:-:-:--r--:-:~-:-:--, 
1.031.808 ~;.(U,;s 11 
998.715 899.499 
ine psr 464.931 509.513 
e 533.785 389.986 

























--<>-- ALL TYPES 
WINE GRAPES 
-(:r-- QWPSR 
'T4~lE w; NC: 
• oifl~ '"'·5) 















BREAK_DOI~N _()_I___}\ REA l)N_DF:R V 1 tH:S: 
CHANGES FROM ONE BASIC SURVEY TO THE NEXT 
IT ALIA 






· Al."ll!a under vines .. , all types 1.116.608 906.426 
Area.under wine grapes 1.031.229 834.163 
Area under grapes for quality wi.ne psr 206.997 190.609 
Area under grapes for other wine 826.232 643.644 
Area under· grape·s-·for· other wine (including wine spirits) 0 0 
Area under.table grapes 76.338 66.706 
· Ar.ea under vines not yet g-rafted · 
Area- under vines.for·nursery propagation 


















100,00% 100,00% ·18,84% 
92,44% 92,13% ·19,11% 
18,46% 21.06% ·7.47% 
73,97% 71,08% ·22,02% 
0,00% 0,00% . 
6,76% 7,37% ·11.46% 1 
0,23% 0,18% ·37,40% 
0,26% 0,19% ·38,39% 
0,33% 0,14% ·66, 14% 
0,00% ___ 0,00% . 
---------------
-<>--- ALL TYPES 
~ WINE GRAPES 
--6-- QWPSR 
i'-'\~lt w; IV~ 







HOLDlNGS, BY SiZE CLASS 
---....,..-. -~ ;-:;-:··:.-~:,~--:--:-:::---c~ .. . -. =-""-;;;--
Source: Vitis-Eur~~t~t 
Class¢s:_, C .. < 01 area l.hjer vineS to <0.10 ha 
c 01 02 area l.hjer vines from o,1:_~_~o <o.2o ha 
c 02 o3 I area l.hjer vines . fr~~!l_fo .,o, 30_ 11a · 
c 03 os 1 area lncter- vines from _ _!!_~~1:o <0.50 ha 
c os 1 1 area I.J'lder vines from __ ~~- <1 ha_ 
c 1 2 I area l.hjer vines from 1 to <2 ha 
c 2 3 1 are~ ~~!"_vines __ from ~ ~~~<3 ha 
c 3 5 1 a~~ c.ilder vines from ~ to _:-:5 _ha 
· · c 5 1 o I area ·l(lder vines from s to <10 ha 
EO 1 (Eq11: 
EO 2 CEq2): 
c 10 20 rarea t..nder vines from 10 to <20 ha 
.c 20 30 I area t..ndcr virie~" from 20 to <.3o ha 
,c > •30 1 area __ tDcf~r_vines ~.lo ha __ _ 
CTOT 
c > •10 r~alnder vines >!.O_)ta ~~~t~!-~f pre~eding cl_!:!s~s) 
c > .. s I arga t..nder vines >.5 ha (total_~f__p~e~~~~g _cla~sesl 
Total area l.l'lder vines, in _hecta~ 
f~~~ b~sic su~y 
1979: 
1982: 




Deutschland, France, luxembourg 
ltalia, Ellada 
France 
Deutschland,· Luxembourg, Ellada, Esp~na, Portugal 
ltalia 













NUMBER AND TOTAL AREA OF VINE-GROWING HOLDINGS, BY SIZE CLASS 
EUR 12 





























































"' 0 (.) 

































... · u 




























































Breakdown of area under vines according to the size classes of holdings 
EQ2 
EQ 1 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

















c 10 20 


















• C02_ 0J 
0 C01_02 
.C<OI 
TABLE 3.8 - 35 --














"u•b.tr ot vi.n~-qro..,inq l•oldinq~ 
' relative number 
Arc• under vines ch.a 













; 2.152 2.092 I 
I 0,1% 0,1% 
l c 1 2 
l Eq 1 Eq2 j259.171 180.607 
; 13,2% 13,2% 
i 334.754 236.751 
1 13,9% 11,5% ; 
















"' 0 u 
c 01 02 


















' ... u 
C 02 OJ 

































c 6 10 
Eq 1 Eq2 












































Breakdown of area under vines according to the size classes of holdings \ •C>•JO 
E02 
EO 1 
0% 20% 40% 60% 
















































Eq 1 Eq2 


































c 01 02 



























c 02 03 
Eq 1 Eq2 
270.266 201.111 
16,7% 18, 1% 
59.885 44.295 






























c 03 05 




5 , 1% 4,1% 
























Eq 1 -Eq2 
324.776 216.721 
20,0% 19,5% 
210. 136 140.816 
9.4% 7.3% 



















Breakdown of area under v i nes acc ording to ~he s i z e c lasse s of ho l dings 1 8 C> •30 
1111 C20_30 
E!/l C10_20 




0% 20% 40% 
Source: Vi ti s - Eu ro s tat 



















NUMBER AND TOTAL AREA OF VINE- GROWING HOLDINGS, BY SIZE CLASS 
DEUTSCHLAND 















































c 20 30 

























Eq 1 Eq2 




c > •30 


















Eq 1 Eq2 


























c 5 10 






Eq 1 Eq2 

























c 10 20 
Eq 1 Eq2 























0 C01 _02 
• C<Ol 







NUMBER AND TOTAL AREA OF VINE-GROWING HOLDINGS. BY SIZE CLASS 
ELL ADA 




v i n~-qro..,.inq hol~li.H·)~ 
\ relative number 
Area under vines (ha 
\ relative area · 
Basic survey 
vin.e-qroo.~inq hohlinq:'l 
\ re lative number 
Are• und•c vin«"s th• 









vin<l!'-qrO'IJinq holttl:Ppr. · 
' relative number 
A~e• under vines (h"" 
























45 .318 34.633 
















c 01 02 




7 ,6% 6,3% 
C23 
Eq 1 Eq2 
11.259 8.511 
3,4% 3,3% 











C 02 OJ 




7,0% 7,1 'l6 
c 3 6 
Eq 1 Eq2 
5 .442 4.855 
1,6% 1,9% 
19.528 17.488 









































































Breakdown of area under vines according to the size classes of holdings • C> •30 
E02 
EO 1 
0% 20% 40% 
Source: Vicis-Eurostat 







G cos 1 
• COJ_05 















vin~-qr-0\ofinq ltoldi n.p; 
\ relative number 
Are• under vine-s (ha 
\ relative area 
Class , 
Basic survey 
vin~-qro~inq IHJllii ~ q~ 
\ relative number 
Are• undec v i nll!'s th• 













vin~-qro<W1nq tooldi :t 1~ 
\ relative number 
Ace• und~c vines ( h• 


























































































































































0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 












c 10 20 































NUMBER AND TOT/\!. /\REI\ OF VIN E- GROWING HOLDINGS . BY SIZE CLI\SS 
FRANCE 




,.u~c o! vin~-qr-Q\.Iinq lu.ll (li :q~ 
\ relative number 
Are• under: vines cha 























.... · 0 
u 
1 
c 1 2 
Basic survey 
Hu•b.tr of vin~-qrovinq holcti:"!q!'l 
\ relative number 
\ relative area 
Basic survey 
! 
Nu~r of vin~-qr-oo.tifHJ l1ohtl: : "J~ ! 








Ace• und-er: vines cha 





















































... · u 
"' ' ..,
u 
c 02 03 
Eq 1 Eq2 
14.098 9.358 
6,0% 5,6% 




























c 03 05 
























































920 .311 I 
100.0% 1 
Breakdown of area under vines according to the size classes of holdings • C> •30 
E02 
EQ 1 
0% 20% 40% 
Source: Vicis-Euroscat 







f] cos 1 
• C03_05 
• C02_03 
Oco 1_0 2 








NUMBER AND TOTAL AREA OF VINE-GROWING HOLDINGS. BY SIZE CLASS 
ITAUA 






Nu~c of vin~-qrowinq ltulcfi ;, q ~ 
' relative number 
Ac~• undrc vine-s ( h.a 
'\ relative area 

















c 1 2 







"' 0 u 
' 
"' 0 u 
c 01 02 












Eq 1 E_g2 
"' ' 
c 02 03 




























c 5 10 






c > ·6 



















c 10 20 
~1 Eq2 




8.010 8 .516 25.990 26.335 1.260 1.406 1.294.400 864.536 1.040 1.297 
0.6% 1.0% 2,0% 3,0% 0,1% 0,2% 100,0% 100,0% 0,1% 0,2% 
161.354 182.395 277.812 299.306 Ar•• und~c vin•s th• 29.649 32.935 1.115.608 905.425 57.310 73.756 
14.5% 20.1% 24,9% 33,1% 
' rela~ive~a=r=e=a~~~2~·=7=%======3~,~6=%==~==~~==~==~==~~~~==~==~==~~========~~~====~~=10~0~,0~%~==~1~0~0~,~0% 5,1% 8,1% 














0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 















1'-l-.b.tC of vin<t-qrO\Jinq ltohti:-:q~ 
J \ relative nurnberj 
IAce.a under vines ch.aJ 
\ relative areat , 
class . 
Basic survey ! 
MuMbotr o( vin.e-qroo.~inq looldi :u1~ 
\ relative number ; 
-'1 ·L-





























c 20 30 














c 01 02 





c 2 3 














c 02 03 
Eq 1 Eq2 
127 58 









c > •10 






































































0 0 0 0 69 365 
\ 
0 0 Ace• und•c vineos c h.a 1 .. 273 1.351 
0,0% 0,0% 0 ,0% 0 ,0% 5,4% 27,0% I 0,0% 0,0% ' relative area 100,0% 100,0% ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Breakdown of area under vines accord ing to the size classes of holdings 1 
E02 
EO 1 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
Source : Vicis-Eurostat 









• C02_ 0J 
0 C01 _0 7 














' relative number 
Ace• under vines t h• 
'relative area · 
class ; i 
' 
Basic survey I 
vin.!-qf"O<Jinq loolc1i ~q:oo 
\ relative number 
' 
Ace a under vines c h.a 








vin.t'-qf"O<-I'inq loo ld i:~q~~ 
' 
relative number 


































0 ~ g 0 0 
"' "' 
M ' 
.... ' .., ' 0 u u u 
"' 
' 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 .... 
u 0 0 0 
COl 02 C 02 OJ C OJ OS 
Eq2 Eq 1 Eq2 Eq 1 Eq2 Eq 1 Eq2 
76.155 - 51 .536 - 59.984 - 57.765 
20,6% - 14,0% - 16,3% - 15,7% 
3.609 - 6.900 - 13.731 - 21.042 
1.4% - 2 ,6% - 5 , 1% - 7,9% 
C2J c 3 6 c 6 10 
Eq2 Eq 1 Eq2 Eq 1 Eq2 Eq 1 Eq2 
36.499 - 11.742 7.487 - 4.052 
9,9% - 3,2% 2,0% - 1,1% 
47.016 - 26.667 - 27.195 - 26.582 
17,6% - 10,1 ')(, 10,2% - 10,0% 
367 409 2.284 6 .336 
0,1 ')(, 0,1% 0,6% 1,7% 
8.569 26.457 54.860 81 .442 
3 ,2% 9,9% 20,6% 30,5% 
Breakdown of area under vines according to Lhe size c l asses of ho ldings 
E<l2 
EO 1 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
















c 10 20 



























TREND IN AREA UNDER VIN~:s IN MEMBER STATES BY GRAPE VARIETY 
·, 
iA9LE .t.l !o!AI!l_":~IETIES GROWN: CHANGES FROM ONE BASI~ SURVEY '!'() TH_E_NEXT 
OEUTSCHlANO 
Basic survey 1979 I Breakdown Basic survey 1988 · 
Varieties Area _var,i~_ties 
.• (hal 
Total. all varieties together '93.868 100% Total, all ·varieties together 
Total, black 10.690 
Burvundor blauer apeet 3.673 
POrtuoluer bleuer 2.966 
Trolllnoer blauer 1.902 
Muelletn~be 1.016 
LlmberQer blauer 408 
Her0ldrebe we a 130 204 
Helfllnatefner we • 6332 69 
Burvunder bleuer lruel'l 43 
Samttot 35 
Deckrot lr 119·39 29 
Saint Laurent 19 
Domlnagf IV 25·7N 17 
Rutberver om 3·37 II 
Sllvonet Blauer 6 
I' urbertraube 4 
11%. 100% Total, black 
3,81% 34% ilurounder blauet apaet 
3,18% 28,00% Portugleeer blauer 
2,03% 17,96% iroflinoer blauer 
1,08% 9,58% Muellerrebe 
0,43% 3,85% Domfelder we • M 1 
0,22% 1,93% llmberger blaue; 
0,07% 0,65% Herol""'be we 1 130 
0 •. 05% 0,41% Dunkelfelder lr ., 4·4 , 
0,04% 0,33% Samtrot 
0,03% 0,27% Domina gf IV 25·7N 
0,02% 0,18% Burvunder blauer ln.101'1 
0,02% 0,18.% Helfanotelner we I 5332 
0,01% 0,10% Saint Lauten! 
0,01% 0,06% Rutberger om 3·37 
0,00% 0,04% Dackrot fr 119·39 
Other black 291 
Total, white and other colours 83.268 
Muellot•Thurgau 25.029 
Rloallno weluer 18.883 
Sllvanot gn.~e·ner 10.210 
Kamer we • 25•30 4.871 
,Scheurebe u 1 88 3.889 
Rulaondor 3.390 
0,31% 2 75% Other black 
89% 100% Total, white and other colours 
28,87% 30,06% Mueller• Thurgau 
20,10% 22,65% Rleallna weluar 
10,68% 12,26% Sllvaner QnJon.-r 
6,19%' 5,85% Kamer we a 25·30 
3,91% 4,4,1% Sel'leu,..be az ·• 88 
3,81% 4,07% Bacchu• gf 33·29·133 
Morlo·Muakot gil 29·30 3.012 
Baeetnia gl 33-29·133 2.681 
Fabornbo at I 0375 1.974 
Outedol woluor 1,222 
Efbllrio wefuet 1.116 
OrtaQ-• wue b 49·21·4 1.047 
Tramlner rot:er. 942 
Optima gf 33· 13- 11 · 496 
Ehrenlelur gm 9·93 420 
Other varieties, white or 4.424 
unspecified 
3,21% 3,82% Rulaendar 
2,86% 3,22% Faborrabo az 10375 
2,00% 2,25% Morlo·Muakat gf I 28·30 
1,30% 1,47% Huxelreba at 3962 
1,19% 1,34% Outedel weluer 
1.12% 1,26% Orteoa wuo b 48·21·4 
1,00% 1,13% Elblfng woluer 
0,63% 0,60% weluburvunder 
0,45% 0,50% Tramlnar rotor. 
4,71% 5,31% Other varieties, white or 
ilf!specified, 
Unit : ha, 
N.B;! 
during 
The variation rate is the diffetenc·e between the areas recOrded 
the second basic survey and: 
the area of the variety surveyed during the first basic survey 
(absolute) 
the total of areas surveyed during the first basic survey (relative) 
the total of areas of the same colour surveyed during the first 













































































































variation rate, 1989·79 I 
absolute ,r_~ive~ _!>y,:colour 
(total!. 
8,70'1(; 
66,40'1(; &;36% 66,40% 
57.07% 2,17% 19,26% 
39,.38% 1.24% 11,02% 
21,14% 0,43% 3,90% 
78,"23% 0,85% 7~$0'!' 
. 
71,®% 0,31% 2,74% 
,8.33% 0,02% 0,18% 
. . 
182,88% 0,08% 0,5-4% 
294,12% 0,05% 0,47% 
·9,30% 0,00% ·0,04% 
•+4,93% ·0,03% ·0.29% 
52,83% 0,01% 0,09% 
145,45% 0,02% 0,15% 
·51,72.% ·0,02% .0,14% 
.. ~46,18% :0.16% ·1,31% 
2,64'1(; 2,34% 2.64% 
·1,36% ·0,36% ·0,41% 
12.74% 2.56% 2.89% 
·22,83% ·2,48% ·2,80% 
57,89% 3,00% 3;39% 
7,09% 0,28% 0.31% 
-C 
31,4.4% 0,90.% 1,01" 
·25,04% ·0,90% ·1,02% 
8,59% 0,17% 0,19% 
)1 
·36.82% ·1.18% ·1.33% 
. 
7,28% 0,09% O,tl% 
18.72% 0,21% 0,24% 
1,35% 0,02% 0.0~% 
·20,70% ..(),21" ·0.23% 
·45,99% ·2.62% ·2.95% 
I 
TABLE 4.2 
MAIN VARIETIES GROWN: (wine grapeS) 
Basic survey 1 1989 
Ell.ADA 
Varieties 
Total, all varieties together 















Other black n.d.a. 



















































































MAIN VARIETIES GROWN: 
Basic survey 
varieties 
Total, all varieties t:~ether 
Total, black 
Bobal (Provechon) 
Garnacha tinto aragonese 
Monastrell (Concejon) 
Tempranillo (Cencibel) 










Hybrids direct producers of black grapes 
Root-stock with black varieties 
Other black n.d.a. 
~otal# white. a~ ocher· Colours 
Airen 
Pardina (Pardilla) 




Xarella. blanco (Pensa blanca) 
Zamela 
Messeguera (Exquitxagos) 




Hybrids direct producers of white grapes 
Root-stock with black varieties 
··Other varieties, white ·or unspecified 














































































TABLE 4.4 MAIN VARIETIES GROWN 
CHANGES FROM ONE BASIC SURVEY TO THE NEXT 
FRANCE - -- -
Basic survey 1979 
Varieties Area ~ 
rllli --
Total, all varieties together 998.716 
Total, black 1181.306 
CariQnan 207.103 
Oren.che 77.6691 
A ramon 63.488 
Clnuut 61.843 
Merlo! Mit 38.391 
Oamay (r-olr·telnturlerl 33.669 
Cabemet uuv!Qnon 22.963 
Cabemet franc 22.006 
Alleante bouoehat 21.662 
Plnot oolr 17.270 
Syrah 12.282 




-- Bas~c survey 1980 Breakdown 
--
varie-ties Ar·e-a-·' 
--- ----···- -----·-· (hal 
100% :r:()l::Ci.~· -~~1 varieties together 898.691 
68% 100% Total, black 633.647 
20,74% 30,40% clr!Onan · · 167.118 
7,78% 11,40% Orenache 86.716 
6,36% 9,32% Merlo! nolr eo.oo8 
5,17% 7,58% Clnuut 48.184 
3,84% 5,63% Cabemet uuvlgnon 36.468 
3,39% 4,97% A ramon ~.666 
2,30% 3,37% Oemay (nolr·telnturierl 33.621 
2,26% 3,32% Cabemet franc 30.256 
2.19% 3,21% Syrah 27.042 
1,?3% 2,53% Ploot nolr 21.972 
1,23% 1,80% Alicente bouoehet 15.769 
1,06% 1,55% Meunier nolr (plnot) 11.116 
0,59% 0,66% Mourwdre 5.609 
0,46% 0,70% Malbee·eot 5.260 
0,32% 0,46% Orolluu 3.637 
12,6B% Other black 42.322 Other black 67.772 
Total, white and other colours 317.410 
6,79% 
32% 100% Total, white and other colours 266,046 
Ugnl blanc 127.460 
Sem111on 23.340 
12,76% 40,16% Uonl blanc 
2,34% 7,35% Ct)_ardonnay 
Grenache (blanc et autreol 16.286 1.63% 6,13% Semlllon 
Chardonnay 13.062 
Baeo blanc 10.684 
1,31% 4,12% Orenache (blanc et autreol 
1.07% 3,37% Sauvlgoon (blanc, rooe, rouge! 
Chen In 9.653 0,96% 3,01% Melon (muaeadetl 
Melon lmuoeadetl 9.483 0,95% 2,99% Chen In 
TeiTIIt (blanc et grit! 6.966 
Meeebeu 7.077 
0,90% 2.63% Macabeu 
0,71% 2,23% Tetntt (blanc et griol 
SauYIQnon !blanc, rooe, rouge! 7.026 
Mauuc (blaneJ 6.422 
0,70% 2.21% Mauuc (blanc! 
0,64% 2,02% Colombard 
Colombard 6.629 0,66% 1,64% Muocat (blanc! 
Chlrette 6.331 0,53% 1,68% Baco blanc 
Folie blanche 4.296 0,43% 1,35% Clalrotte 
Muoeat (blanc! 3.719 0,37% 1.17% Folle blanche Other Vtlrietres, ~hite or 68.843 6,69% 18,54% Other varieties, white or 
unspecified unspecified. 
-
Unit : ha 
N. B.: The v&riation rate is the dif-ference between the areas recorded 
during the second basic survey and: 
the area of the variety surveyed during the first basic survey 
(absolute! 
the total of areas surveyed during the first basic survey (relative). 
the total of areas of the same colour surveyed during the first 

























































































variation rate 1969· 79 I 
absolute relative by -colour 1 
Ito tall 
·10% 
·1% ·6% ·7'!1. 
·19% ·4% ·6% 
12% 1% 1% 
56% 2% 3'!1. 
·7% 0% ·1% 
59% 1% 2% 
·45% ·3% ·4% 
·1% 0% 0% 
34% 1% 1'!1. 
120% 1% 2% 
21% 0% 1% 
·28% ·1'!1. ·1'!1. 
5% 0% 0% 
78% 0% 0% 
10% 0% 0% 
·35% 0% 0% 
·52% ·5% ·1% 
·16% ·6% ·16% 
·19% ·2'!1. ·6% 
62'!1. 1% 2% 
·26% ·1% ·2% 
·26% 0% ·1% 
71% 1% 2% 
20% 0% 1% 
·5% 0% 0% 
6% 0% 0% 
·31% 0% ·I% 
·II% 0% 0% 
·16% 0% 0% 
25% 0% 0% 
·59% ·1% ·2% 
·27% 0% 0'!1. 
·17% 0% 0% 





·TABLE 4.6 MAIN VARIETIES GROWN: CKANGES FROM ONE BASIC SURVEY TO THE NEXT 





Basic survey 1979 
: Varieties Area . 
{hal 
! Total, all varieties together 1.031.229 100% !otal, all varieties together 
! Total, _black 413.266 69% 100% Total, black 
Sanolovuo 94.826 9,20% 16,46% Sanoloveaa 
8arara 62.233 8,03% 10,15% Barbera 
Me riot 45.659 4,42% 7,43% Neoro amaro 
Negro amaro 36.416 3,63% 5,94% Montopulclano 
Montepulclano 33.066 3,21% 6,39% Me riot 
Prlmltlvo 29.612 2,87% 4,83% Prlmltlvo 
Calabrau 19.237 1,87% 3,14% Ca1abruo 
Agllanlco 14.308 1,39% 2,33% Agllanlco 
Cannonao 13.715 1,33% 2.24% Nerello mucaloae 
Ner•llo maacaloaa 11.664 1.13% 1.90% Cannonao 
Oolcotto 11.476 1.11% 1,87% Oolcotto 
Monica 9.986 0,97% 1,63% Gaolloppo 
Malvula nora dl brlndalal 7.859 0,76% 1,28% Norallo cappuecto 
Nerello cappucclo 7.245 0,70% 1.18% Monica 
C.ebemot franc 
Other black I 
0,70% 1,18% 
20,25% 34 06% 
Oaglloppo 7.236 
Other black 208.841 
~Total,_ white and other colour~ 4C,63% 100% 
5,60% 14,31% 
Total, white and other colours 417.964 
Catanatto blanco comuna 5~.815 
Trobblano toaceno 65.193 6,35% 13.2,..4 
Trobblano romagnolo 25.288 2,45% 6,05% 
Cottenatto bla.nco Iucido 20.056 1.94% 4,80% 
Nura11u• 16.621 1,60% 3,95% 
Malvaola blanca dl candia 16.?06 1,62% 3,76% 
Oorganaoa 14.805 1.44% 3,64% 
Anaonlea 14.530 1,41% 3,48-% 
Malv .. !a del chianti 12.339 1,20% 2,95% 
Moacato blanco 11.698 1.13% 2,80% 
Malvula blanca 8.811 0,86% 2,11% 
Toea{ Frlufano ?.259 0,10% 1,74% 
Trobblano d' abbruuo 7.161 0,69% 1,71% 
Blanehotto trevfolano 209 0,02% 0,05% 
Alb ana 6.689 0,65% 1,60% 




N.B.: The variation rate is the difference between the areas recorded 
during the second basic survey and: 
the area of the variety surveyed during the first basic survey 
(absolute! 
the total of areas surveyed during the first basic survey (relative) 
the total of areas of the same colour surveyed during the first 











































Variation rate 1969·79 
absolute relative t>i-colour 
(total) 
- ·-- ~ 
--
·19% 
·26% ·16% ·26% 
·12% ·1.01% ·1,80% 
·21% ·1,62% ·2.12% 
·14% ·0,61% ·0,85% 
·10% ·0,::14% ·0,57% 
·36% ·1.60% ·2.70% 
·42% ·1,22% ·2,04% 
·21% ·0.51% ·0,85% 
·16% ·0,22% ·0,38% 
1% 0,02% 0,03% 
·11% ·0.23% ·0,36% 
·11% ·0,13% ·0,21% 
·6% ·0,04% ·0,01% 
·11% ·0,06% ·0,14% 
·38•,4 ·0,37% ·0,63% 
·16% ·0,10% ·0,16% 
·33% ·6,75% ·II 35% 




TABLE 4.6 MAIN VARIETIES GROWN: CHANGES FROM ONE BASIC SURVEY TO THE NEXT 
---- -----
----------- --
------- -. ------ ··-- ----------- + 
Basic survey 1979 
Varieties 
Total, all varieties together 
Tot a 1, black 
Plnot nolr 
Other black 













100% Tota!_~~!l varieties togethez 
0,15% 100% T(;)t_~l~_ b_~ack 
0,16% 100,00% Plnot nolr 
0,00% 0.00% Qamoy nolr 










































Ot-her vai:leties, white or 
unspecified 
4 0,31% 0,31"' btne·r-va-detTes, white or 
tinspecif ied ·. 
Unit : ha 
N.s.: The variation rate is the difference between the areas recorded 
during the second basic survey and: 
the area of the variety surveyed during the first basic survey 
(absolute) 
the total of areas surveyed during the first basic survey (relative) 
the total of areas of the same colour surVeyed during the first 
basic survey (by colour) 
..... 
































variation rate 1989· 79 
absolute relative by-colour 
(total) 
. - 5,13% - ·---· 
360,00% 0,66% 350,00% 
300.00% 0,-47% 300,00% 
0,06% 50,00% 
. . 
6,69% 6,68% 6,69% 
1,52% 0,71% 0,71"' 
•11,58% ·2.59% ·2.60% 
2.61% 0,31% 0.31"' 
20,93% 2,12% 2.12% 
53,?0% 2.28% 2.28% 
95,2-4% 3,1-4% 3,15% 
·16,18% ..0,16% ·0,16% 
0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 






MAIN VARIETIES GROWN: CHANGES FROM ONE BASIC SURVEY ~TO THE NEXT 
Basic survey 
Varieties 

















Other black . n.d.a. 




































































































I Community total 
% Community, 
cciMMONITY · AREA UNogR VlNt-:s 
Breakdown by colour and variety 
Area (hal 



















Basic survey: Deutschland, Ellada, Espana, Luxembourg and Portugal (1989); 
France (1988); Italia (1990) 
-s~--
5 
TREND· OF AREA UNDER VINES iiN MEMBER STATES AS A FUNCTION OF ANNUAL MOVEMENTS 
(GRuBBINGS-PLANTINGS) 
iABLE 5.1 I CHANGES IN AREA UNDER VINES--~:J 
I DEUTSCH~.-:-~ 
I 1979 I 198o I 1981 I 1982 I 19~-1964- J 1985 I 1986 I 1987 I 1988 I 
Annual surveys: 
Area under wine grapes (ha) 
Moveme_r1ts _during the year 
+ new plantings 
+ replantings 
- grubbings 
Total movements :}:\ ·: ::::':/:);:./:)::?::: :{:j'. ·::: ·::':::: 
7641 1.0201 984 
3,866 4.311 3.657 

















I Annual balance: I · I · I 96.6591 97.8431 99.24§1 100.44ITJ00.606I 100.062[ 100.0:421 100.408[ 
[CUmulative annual balance: I · I · [ · I 97~93QC99.3_4?]_T00.475[ 100.6451 100.106[ 100.0941 100,4291 
1 Situation reported and annual balance 
·Situation reported and cumulative annual balance 
Rai:ios: 
Annual rate of new plantings I · I · I 1,06%1 1 01%1 1,08%1 0,89%1 0,30% 0,09%1 0,07%1 0,07% 
Annual rate of replanting I · I • I 4 46°A.I 3 74%1 4,06%1 3 76%1 4,14% 3,74%1 4,05%1 3,71% 
Ann\jal rate of grubbin~ I • I • I 4 65%1 3 45%1 3,62%1 3,42%1 4,24% 4,33%1 4,10%1 3,39% 
Basic survey(s): 
Area under wine grapes (ha) 
total 
in production 
Cumulative balance (with annual movements) 
Difference between 
scco~d basic survey 
N.B.: The balance is equal to the situation in the previous year corrected 
by the movements during the current year; 
the cumulative balances take account of all previous movements 
















-A ~~E 5.2 ,----------=~=-=-::~::---;;-~;:;n:r~;-;~~u~N'-··or:w!EJ~~~\,.-11~1':5 --~--. 
~- -~- --
I 1982 I 1983 I 1984 I 1985 I 1986 I 1987-=rJ91le I 1989 L}99o I 1991 I 1992 I 
loU'.r;ual surveys: 
Area under wine grapei-(ha) 
































I Annual balance: I · I · I 89.2061 69.1561 84,396[86.33NJI434J • --I · I 69.6291 66.1571 
!cumulative annual balance: I · I I · I 88.5981 88.1241 63.5881 85.6251 • I ==r---.~-[68-:-161] 
Situation at 31 August of year in question------~-------r------~------~-------,--------r-------r---------r---------r---------r---------, 
· ··:: :::: >:: :,:::/;:fTot~'l"a'i'~a ·~=~~-""=;:;: ::):,> ···.·• 
.... Area in production 
1 oif{ereiices betwe:_"-~ 
'slt.uation reported and annual balance I I -·-- .. I ~.,- .. I -·-- ,. I ~.-- ,. I -·-- .. I I I -·- · ·· I ·· · · ·· I i Sit~-~-~-~~!' reported and cumulative annual balance .... --·· .. . .. .... . --.... . ---· .......... 
"Ratios: - - ----
Annual rate of new plantings 
Annual rate of replanting 
Annual rate of grubbing 
sa~sic-iii.irviiy(si, 
Area under wine \J'ra{)e!;Thal 
total 
in production 
!cumulative balance (with annual movemeritil) • -~ 89.6271 89.5141 86.9061 87.8741 87.0661 66.3531 • I · I · I -.--] 
Difference between 
-second-basTe sur\rey and cumulat~ive balance . - . - .. 
N.B.: The balance is equal to the situation in the previous year corrected 
by the movements during the current year; 
the cumulative balances take account of all previous movements 




I · I . · J 
r-eo.14-3J 






r :w.74%J ·2,96% 
· --"TA1!t:E __ __/ 
. 5.3 I CHANGES IN AREA UNDER \llN'ES m) 
I ~- ---~ 
1 1988 r · 1989 ., 199(f-l 1991 J 
Arinu·ar ·surveys: 
.... Area-under wine grapeslha) 
··• -·--·"""·--·-·-·-·-------r·•• . 
. Movements-during the-year 
+ new plant1ngs -, 
+ replantings 
• grubbings 
·-::::·--• • --· •-lf;vu--··-
8.7981 13.4301 12.811 I 13.292 67.711 42.961 23.741 32.864 




I Annual balance: I · I ·1.450.9831 J:4o9~MJ[1:4f5.362] ~1.379.0061 
lcu~ula~;ive annU!il balance: I . I ·-.--r 1.44o:os:fT~f:3so.369-T1.392.094l 
oiffereriC:-es between: 
1 situation reported a~~&;:;;j~~l balance 
; Situatio"._reported an_~.~mulati~al balance 
Ra·t:ros: ........ - .. 
Annual rate of new plantings . . . . . . 
Annual rate of replanting 0,59% 0,95% 0,89% 0,95% 0,88% 
--
Ann~al rate of grubbing 4 57% 3,02% 1 .6~~ _____ 2,,3_4~ - __ b57% 
sas ic ·-su-rv-~¥ (s.> : 
Area under wine grapes (hal 
total L,~~~~.316l .~n pr~uction 
~cTve balance <with annual movements> 1 . I . I . I . I · I 
f"Ci-u-~rence between 
1 second basic survey and cumulative balance -----~~~----~~--~~----~~----~---------------,--------~---, 
N. B.: The balance is equa"i-to the situation in the. previous year corrected 
by the movements during the current year; · 
the cumulative balances take account of all previous movements 
?:~~ces: annual and basic surveys; Eurostat 
jC'hange during the-period in que-stion: ' 
t:o"tai --- .. _.r~te .!,.E~~c;n ___ -
. --····--·--- .. --- mean for the annual 
movements _period rate 





I I I •-n I 




c:--=-- . I - ~- --1 
~ 
I 
• t.e:J: 5.4 C CHANGES lN. ARE,A_ UNDER ltlNf:S • 
·· FRANCE 
-1 "'" ... . . ... . --~ ~---· 
I 1e1a I 1B8o I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 ! 1984 r111ss I 19as I 1n1 I 1988 I 1989 t 199o I 1991 I ·1992 I 
Mr:Ual·-,un.ey,:--· \ 
;uea-u-rurer vine. '9rapes--chal' 




TOtal movement• ~<t;i-.;"<:.:f\:"_:· ·• .. ::,,.,:::''/·:;:::.::.i-"':':ii'J-i::··::•::.::::-::::·::;\,.:: 
5.3821 3.01101 3.4271 4.0041 3.048 
32.se4 11.22o 11.s•o .19.983 1s.l.e!i 
58.795 37.1155' 27.208 30.1184 211.108 





1.442 2.006 2.273 2.667 1.884 
18.257 19.520 32.02~ 18.195 17,538 
31.581 40.191 38.335 11.071 24.825 
::;Afl-.882 ·. ; 48~8115 :· .. :, o --4:039 ·209 .. 
·&.403 
I Annual balance• I · I · I · l980.11311(954.127I947.70ol939~9sel927.1t9l923;6371 911;?551 893.090( 889.0501. 889.8411 883.4381 
·- -~- ' . - . . . ' 
,. Si~uadon et 3.1 .\U.gult of yen 1n queltion 
?~!f;f~t~~~;:<::oduc:i~n~~~~/\'J?':\1. · · ·.· !' · · · 1··' =~~··::::.x:·.:::;:::':L·~; -~·.:1~·;:.··~-~-~I.:;·:;:~~~L::~·:.;~:J.:~. :.~~r·:: :~;~1· =~: •. :1 ..: • .: -...~1 •• .: ... 1 ...... I 
I Oifte~~~-~~ 
1 Situation nporttct'-anct aMUal tt.l-anc:e i Situation reponecl •nd CUilllat.he ·aMual bdance 
l'kal'IOi'i" .. -·· ·· Annual rate of new planting• -:-~·~-- r~t~_·_ of_ -r~&nt~,.,~ ~·­
~al rat~ of ·Qrubbin; · 
B~~ie""iurveY,~>·,.-· ~ 
Area ~er vJ.;~-graPe~ ··c~, 
· · _.-to~·~- ·. · · ' · 
· _'(;, 'prwuc_tlol\ 
998~1'fj 
-
Q;03')(, 1·0,01 ')(,, t'0.01"' 0.00% 0.00% 






'. jcu.,..loci,;l balance Mu. •nnuat moyementsi .. - - T T · I I ·.- I · I · I I I I · I 
. ' -,_ ( 
D1f~~fenee betveen -~co:' _______ ....;,. ________ ....;,...:..__;.... _______ ;.... ___ ;....;........;,._;.... _____ _, 
second ba1ic: 1urvey and c:u..ulative ~lance_ 
N.B.~ 1.1'he -~lance .1• equal to thlt aituation ln the previous year Corre:cte_d 
by. the lftDVe.t!nta during the curre·nt year:. 
the cu""'latl~e balances-· t•ke account at all p~evious movements 
SourC:est •nnu.al and baalc aul"Veys, Buroatat 
-- ... <>~-
----~. 
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 








5::r- · ' I 





I ·t.93%I ·1:@ 
TABLE 5.5 [ ----- CHANGES IN AREA UNDER VINES - ) 
~-- ITALIA I 
I 1982 I 1983 I 1984-J -198s -, 19es I 1987 I 1988 I 1989 I 199o I 
Afi~ua:r-surveys: --
- Area under'i.ii.ne grape's-(hal 
.Move_ments during the year 
+ new plant:lngs-· 
+ replantings 






.. ·.16.436 ':::"20;112 
2.188 2.606 2.860 780 , .098 
8,865 5.953 6.975 8.057 7.951 
2.4.094 19 .. 677 18.791 20.331 22.522 
' •13.041 "·- ·thT18 t+·{-8.956 ,. ' '·11.494 •13.473 
I Annual balance; I • I I· I-942M9T-929.648I 918.5301 909.5741 898.0361 884.6071 
I cumulativ~ annual balance: I I . I . I· I > 929.6481 s1 8.s3ol 909.5741 -898.o8ol 884.563! 
:i-::]:~~:~~j~'~il'i~i~::(.!~i:~:::::~:·i:;;~::~::~:~:~::MtJ;::I<> •.. :: ~-:: ·'·1-/ ._:,.-. .p:.~::~::~·: I· ·~:'=i ·~A~ I· A~: A. A I A.: -A~ I A A: -A A I AA: -AA I A A~ OA_, 
1 SitU.!i:~ reported and annual balance 
: Situation reported and cumulative annual balance 
R.a'tTos:·· 
Annual rate of new plantings 
Annual rate of replanting 
Annual rate of grubbing 
sasic.survey<s>; 
under wine grapes (hal 
. total 
in production 
Cumulative balance (with annual movements) 
!Difference between 
seccnd basic survey and cumulative balance 
0,78% 0,38% 0,24% 
1,36% 0,67% 0,95% 
3.85% 3,19% 2,59% 
S.B.: The balance is equal to the situation in the previous year corrected 
~Y the movements during the current year; 
:he c~~ulative balances take account of all previous movements 






17 2.504 24.643 
~9.663 ·9.952 








I --19,11% I ·2. 73% l 
6 
TREND·OF AREA UNDER VINES IN MEMBER STATES BYREGION 
TABLE 6.1 
... 
CHANGES IN AREAS ACCORDING TO BASIC SURVEYS 
[ DEUTSCHLAND I 
area Lnder vines, all types {ha) 
·-
Area under wine grapes (ha) 
Basic surveys _ 
.. 
Armu_q._l Relative Basic surv~y~ Annual Relative 
1979 I 1989 _r~.!;EL9.f __ size 1979 1989 rate of size 
variatfon variation 
(a) I (b) I [b·a/al/N I (b)/Total _(a) _ __ jb)_~-- ~[b·a/al!N (b)/Total 
RHEINLAND-PFALZ + SAAR RP 63.512 67.129 0,52% 66% 63.287 66.914 0,52% 66% 
HESS EN H i 
BA YEAN (FRANKEN) BY i 
BADEN·WURTEMBERG BW I 
3.330 3.521 0,52% 3% 
4.326 5.967 3,45% 6% 
23.033 25.740 1,07% 25% 
3.308 3.505 0,54% 3% 
4.303 5.949 3,48% 6% 
22.961 25.660 1,07% 25% 
I 
~ 
lrorAL 1 1 94.201 1 102.357 1 1% r-~1 oo% 1 1· 93.859 -1 1 02.o28 r- T%-- I - - 1 oo% -- I 
,. 
'l 
I :-..... ,,...., 
f I ,,.,., I~ 
'I ... ~.:,. ' ;;. o 
·tl" ·'' , ·, I \ . . . 
'*6...JjdJ .I 
KENTRIKI ELLAS + ATTIKI KE 
NISIA N 
iVOREIA ;Lt.ADA _______ -~-----~y_E_ 
TABLE 6.2 
CHANGES IN AREAS ACCORDING TO BASIC SURVEYS 
I ---E~: I 
are_a. _L.Cl(jer __ y_ines 1 ap_ t:ypes _ (ha )_ ___ _ __ }\,rea under wine grapes I [3a? ic _s~rv~ys_ I Arlfl\!<!1 

























47.494 ·1 ,26% 64% 
18.904 ·2,52% 25% 
7.749 ·1,12% 10% 
I 
i 





<0"' ~ . I ---- --- -- TRE:ND. OF AREA UNDER VINES BY ~EGION I 
r EsPANA 1 
!ESPANA 1.32a.928l 
CASTILLA • LA MANCHA ,., CM 610.365 
COMUNIDAD VALENCIANA ,., cv 114.800 
EXTREMADURA ,., E 91.500 
CASTILLA • LEON CL 88.968 
ANDALUCIA A 84.978 
CATALUNA CT 73.608 
ARAGON AR 67.249 
MURCIA ,., MU 65.000 
RIOJA (*) R 32.000 
GALICIA G 26.561 
~AD RID (*) M 25.500 
CANARIAS 14.548 
PAIS VASCO PV 7.064 
NAVARRA N 23.375 
BALEARES 8 3.067 
ASTURIAS AS 312 
CANTABRIA c 33 
CEUTA Y MELILLA C+M 
Source: .Aggregated data based on (a) results from the.vineyard register in 
1991 and (b) initial 1988 estimates for provinces in the last phase of the 
implementation of the vineyard register 



























CHANGES IN AREAS ACCORDING TO BASIC SURVEYS 
[ FRANCE I 
area Uider vines , ~1_1 types _(_ha) __ · ~~~-a undeE wine ~raP._~~-- (hal 
-~(l._s ic ~.ur~~x_s __ . AI:m_u_C!_l Relative Basic su!veys ___ Annual Relative 
1989 r~~e __ pf_ . ' 1979 size 
ya_riat i~on 
1979 1989 rate of size 
variation --· 
(a) (b) (b·a/al/N lblffotal (a) (b) _l_Q:~~JLN- __ (b)ffotal 
--·- ~------------.. ·-----'------ ----· 
LANG UEDOC·ROUSSILLON L·R 407.194 357.406 •1,22% 38,84% 396.365 351.704 ·1,13% 39,10% 
AOUITAINE AQ . 130.635 134.706 0,31% 14,64% 129.392 134.172 0,37% 14,92% 
PROVENCE·ALPES·COTE·D' AZUR PACA 118.936 106.071 ·1,08% 11,53% 104.461 96.257 ·0,79% 10,70% 
POITOU·CHARENTES P·C 105.805 85.661 ·1 ,90% 9,31% 105.567 85.584 ·1 ,89% 9,51% 
RHONE·ALPES R·A 53.691 53.837 0,03% 5,85% 52.471 53.015 0,10% 5,89% 
MIDI·PYRENEES M·P 65.265 45.479 ·3,03% 4,94% 60.613 41.981 ·3,07% 4,67% 
PAYS DE LA LOIRE PDL 42.030 36.724 ·1 ,26% 3,99% 41.974 36.622 ·1 ,28% 4,07% 
CHAMPAGNE·ARDENNE C·A 22.856 26.699 1,68% 2,90% 22.841 26.669 1,68% 2,96% 
BOURGOGNE B 20.930 24.475 1,69% 2,66% 20.891 24.435 1,70% 2,72% 
CENTRE c 24.525 20.913 ·1,47% 2,27% 24.477 20.885 ·1,47% 2,32% 
ALSACE A 11.770 13.501 1,47% 1,47% 11.753 13.479 1,47% 1,50% 
CORSE CR 23.574 9.892 ·5,80% 1,07% 23.331 9.750 ·5,82% 1,08% 
PICARDIE p 1.532 2.124 3,86% 0,23% 1.532 2.123 3,86% 0,24% 
FRANCHE·COMTE F·C 1.499 1.672 1,15% 0,18% 1.494 1.671 1,18% 0,19% 
AUVERGNE AV 1.446 1.003 ·3,06% .' 0,11% 1.436 1.003 ·3,02% 0,11% 
LORRAINE LR 90 114 2,67% 0,01% 90 114 2,67% 0,01% 
ILE DE FRANCE IDF 8 23 18,75% 0,00% 8 23 18,75% 0,00% 
LIMOUSIN L 22 12 ·4,55% 0,00% 22 12 ·4,55% 0,00% 





.CHANGES IN AREAS ACCORDING TO BASIC SURVEYS 
rJ [ ITAUA I 
area Uider vines_., al~ types (ha) ~-Az:ea_ ~n~~r w~ne _ 9!~pes (hal 
Bas ~c_ f!U~veys _ . Ar)._l).l.!a_l Relative Basic surv~y!3 _ Annual Relative 
1979 1989_ -~ 9-_t;_~ __ o.L . ;. size 1979 1989 rate of size 
~?!:rJ~_tJon ··-·--·-·· ----·- variation --- . ----· ---
(a) (b) (b·a/a)lf\1_::_ (b)/Total (a) (b) (b·a/a)/N (b)/Total 
SICILIA sc. 184.764 172.168 ·0,76% . 19% . 163.957 151.044 -0,88% 18% 
PUOLIA p 176.870 144.161 ·2,05.% 16% 135.219 109.775 ·2,09% 13% 
VENEtO v 96.134 77.712 ·2, 13% 9% 95.415 77.435 ·2,09% 9% 
TO SCAN A T 87.802 68.860 ·2,40'% 8% 86.854 - 68.435 ·2,36% . --a% 
EMILIA ROMAGNA E·R 83.350 66.486 ·2,25% 7% 82.945 66.227 ·2,24% 8% 
PIEMONTE PM 74.254 60.792 ·2,01% 7% 73.383 60.190 ·2,00% 7% 
SARDEGNA s 68.427 47.323 -3,43% 5% 66.337 46.156 ·3,38% 6% 
LAZIO LZ 69.295 41.524 -3,49% 5% .. -66.485 45.068 -3,58% 5% 
CAMPANIA c 47.453 35.524 -2,79% 4% 44.385 35.031 ·2,34% 4% 
A BRUZZI A 39.591 39.283 -0,09% 4% 32.505 32.847 0,12% 4% 
LOMBARDIA LB 30.461 25.15~ .:1,93% 3% 30.063 25.050 ·1 ,85% 3% 
. 'MARCHE M 30.968 25.262 ·2,05% 3% 30.817 25.012 ·2,09% 3% 
CALABRIA CB 35.679 22.216 ·4, 19% 2% 34.720 2-1.584 ·4,20% 3% 
FRIULI·VENEZIA G.IULIA FVG 21.959 18.415 ·1,79% 2% 21.337 17.593 ·1,95% 2% 
UMBRIA u 21.176 17.165 ·2, 10% 2% 21.136 17.098 ·2, 12% 2% 
TRENTINO +ALTO ADIGE TAA 38.832 13.404 ·7,28% 1% 38.628 13.348 ·7,27% 2% 
BASILICATA 8 1'7.013 - 12.049 ··- ·3;24% 1.% 15.665 10.420 ·3,72% 1% 
MOUSE M . 9;365 7.208 ·2,56% 1% 9.203 7.151 ·2,48% 1% 
LIGURIA L 6.237 4.187 ·3,65% 0% 6.078 4.163 ·3,50% 0% 
V AL[E 0' AOST A VA I 879 526 ·4,46% 0% 879 526 ·4,46% 0% 







TREND OF' AREA UNDER VINES IN COMMUNITY REGIONS AS A FUNCTION OF ANNUAL 
MOVEMENTS (GRUBBINGS - PLANTINGS) 
TABLE 7.1.1 TREND OF AREA UNDER VINES BY REGION; ANNUAL SURVEYS ·----· _________ _. 
~ 
BADEN· WURTEM BERG 
Area--under wine-_grapes-{ha) 
Hovern.entS ·dUi:ir\9 dl'e·year 




·-:·: .. _;;.·'·,·. : '• :::~:::::::::: .. :. :~·-.: .. 
,- DEUTSCHLAND I 






.:,,,,_, __ :l·,;.>·, .. ;.-.,.162 
1281 1221 196 
1.486 1.213 1.590 
1.527 988 1. 289 
..... >'';\.,., ': 87.1;}::;::;:-;i:: '.34 71 ;:;:_, ,. ,.,:., 497 
2461 1611 67 
1.216 1.233 989 
969 1.263 1.405 








. :. 206 
_Arl.~~~<:~.- I I . I 24.24el 24.so21 24.9o11 25.3561 25.4571 25.0631 25.2941 25.6801 
[CUmulative annual balance: I I · I I 24.5931 24.9991 25.3931 25.4691 25.10el 25.3471 25.sool 
Situatic;;n;t.~-ll Auqun of year in question 
·::t(;gtT;z·EFi\'I;;;r:~:t ;~-r=~~;_c 1~ !i.Gi~· .· 
DUt:erenCea betwe-en: 
i~""'·~-~ .. ,, • .,_."'-~~~n~!!.~·~·~~·- f · I · I · I -o. n•-4 I ·0,53% I ·0,26% ! ·0.30% I ·0,39% I o.5o% I ·0.16% I 
BAYERN 
Area under wine grapes\nar·-
.MOVement• during the ye&r 
+ new plantingS• 
+ replantings 
• grubbing• 




::.'-.l\ .. :,,::.,,::;,',"147 
293 166 209 
76 119 62 
106 103 101 
.?' .. ::/'' \,.263 ·:.::;;,,_:::::. ''.184 ::-.':,.:., ::.<.-199 
134 26 13 1 7 
170 201 262 332 274 
149 265 270 145 132 
:,:,:,,, ·_._;{J56 ,,,,:,:.: /}:>sa t'{::::;;:; _;;;., 5 ' .. , .. :, .. tee .· ·''' . ,. 149 
_IA'r;-;.;Wilba'lance: I I I 4.7131 4.B96I 5.oe5l 5.2411 6.1e2l s.197l s.375l 5.5231 
!"Cumulative am1uaitiaiimce-: I I I · I 4.8971 5.oe5l 5.2401 6.1e31 6.1e1l 5.3751 5.5241 
. ------ I 
; /::..icu_at~on ~-t l~ Auguet ... ~;._.vea~ !!". ~-~~~<~~; ._ .. 
--~~-area ~:.;::::;.·.~.?? _ -~ ... ;--x;:;;.«·~!t~ft::;ft\'k'im ~;:4 in production ->--·-"·""··'· · 
PlfJ~ie~_e_~ _ bt!tveen: 
Situ•tion reported and a.unulatl~ annual b&lance 
1.015 113 0,45% 
10.929 1.214 4,87% 
10.097 1.122 4,50% 
1.8<47 205 0,82% 
~--
I 24.9161 &,3a'llol o.so~] 
23.955 
[ ·451 
1.041 116 2,28~ 
1.561 176 3.46% 
1.400 166 3,07% 
·._,1.222 136 2,68% 







HESS EN irea-lln<ier wiri_e-9-rapeslha> 
Moveme.nts during t.hc ycox-
+ new plantings-
• replantings 
_____ _:. __ ~~b~':'9S 
:To-taT--movements <:: ::>:::·i: :::--::=:::::>::;:;:;:::~{. ;::::::: 



























,: .. ,.;:,: ',o.': ,,-4 
124 
161 
.. ·'··'"""' . :. ·3e 
I Annual balince, I I . I =-_-3.308[ ~3.319L_~3.324I __ 3,a~U~ __ :l._:l~9l~ __ a.3a31 ____ ~_3._329l----:_3.293] 
Si~uat10n at ll Augutt of yea.r in queation 
::;-~;~{~~~:::~~~!;~.)l~;~:f{~:~t~r~!:t;:~:od~~ti~~- ;_¥::;~;~~~- ···::;::;~;:;~:~t:::::::~·::;~::r=:tr::::::::::.p2ll:;;.:.nqF"~~;:~.::;;;;z.;:_~~"""::.::;;;~~~...::~~~;+w~~~+;;;.;.;;:..;~~:r=~~~r"""~~~r=-;-:~~ 
fOTI!e·r-enc:ea between: ·· 
1 J~~~~~!"'.!.~ ............ , .. ,.., '"""'' .. ,..co t"----;I;---_--;I---.--TI-o::-.-;oo::::-:%::-.-rl-:o::-.:::OO-::-::%-:--I;--::o:-,oo:::::-7%1,1-:::o-:.oo:-::-•:::~;-TI-o7.-:oo~%:-:--rl 'o=-.-=oo~%-:--1.--:o"'.oo=~%,..--,1 
RHEINLAND-PFALZ 
Area under wine grapes (ha) 
MOvements during the year 
+ new plantings-
• replant ings 
g~b~~gs 




)))•,:,oi \;::j.' :·::'/ i.':607 
677 675 656 
2.623 2.212 2.276 
2.616 2.158 2.119 
:":+\.'):':'684 .. "'"-'''"'' 729 :: ... :· , .. :o': 8 f3 
494 121 11 10 20 
2.264 2.621 2.382 2.475 2.357 
2.177 2.811 2.553 2.921 2.309 
·;:,. :·;:·:o681 :-': 1'31 ...... · .. ·160 ·436 68 
I[Annual balance: ------------------~ f--u. --J-----J~~392~126I 65.9301 66.5131 66.6381 86.4791 66.0441 66.112[ 
!!cumulative annual.balance: · --~-~]- I I I 65.1211 65.9391 66.5111 66.644[ 66.4781 66.0431 66.112[ 
Sic.uatLon &t 31 Auquat of year in question 
:,<<-::::'~ :j .:r::,::(::;g;~~;;r-rotat-a·fe~'~::~.:: ;\·t:···· 
~ ___ Ar_ea in _P;~uction 
::=::::::·:-:-::;:.:: .· .. ·.·.·.··- .· ... •. _ .... 
fbif!e~~~een: I 
• S1tu.ation nported •nd .tMU.tl Nllnce r--::--,---:--0----~-~~;;"'o-:;:"-;::7::;-",1-;::-';:":'":':"--r--;::-;:-:--::--r;--;:-:~':'"""T-::-:~':"'-"T"-:"':-=,..-, j Sltuotlon nportod •C"' "''"'''tlvo •nnud .. hnco I I I ·0,01% I •0,01 ~4 I ·0,01% I •0,01% I 0,00% I 0,00% I 0,00% j 
69 8 0,23% 
1.067 119 3,67% 
1.151 128 3,85% 
.. 
·16 ·2 ~ 
[----~:~} n- .o.2,<Jt.I -.O.o3% I 
I ol 
3.137 349 ~53% ~ 
21.739 2.415 a6e% I~ 
22.059 2.451 a73% 
2.817 . 313' ~48% 
j su7tJ U1<JE.j o,40%[ 
56.535 
r ----u 
TABL£ • ,..· _,_7.:.;.2::.,_ __ _ 
TREND OF AREA UIWER VIllE:; BY REGION; ANNUAL SURVEYS 
EllAOA I 
1983 19&4 1986 1986 1987 1988 
KENTRIKI ELLADA 
Area under wine-grapes'-(ha)' 
Hove.ent···duitft9. t-he· Year 
• new plantingS-
- - - -
-
• replantings 592 752 601 803 507 557 
- grub~~n~~ 253 233 617 447 453 572 
·Total movements 
' 
338 610 84 356 64 -16 
j AOn~ai balance: I 54.2821 63.71sl 52.5391 52.1461 so.969l 
~lative annual balance: I s4.366l s4.o711 52.5931 52.1311 
[ Dift4i"rei~betve-en· 
............................................... ._ ___ ...;.~.___ _ .L,_ _ ...,LI_-4..:·:::o:.:2~"":.:..al_-=3::;.6::;6=-""::. ~I-·.::3::;.06::;:.·::"~'-·..:1:.:·.::6.::6:!%:..JI 
NISIA 
Area un<:~er wine grapes--(hal 
·.HOveeent• during the ye4r 




·Total movements ? .. :···::;::,~:.. · .. · ... . : ·· 
[Aruliial balance: ' 
Plt~t!re~5=~-~ -~tween: 
-..... :::::: 
Sicu•clon reponed •nd cu-ubclve •nny.d balance 
VOREIA ELLADA 
Are.a under wine _grapes (hal 
.HoVeaw:ntS".-4Ui:ifi9. t-he·year 
• new plantlngi-, 
• replantings 
------~blngs 
· Total movements 
I Annual balance: ; 
: ''\:,'::?: '."': :.,, .\:\.:,,/ 
!Cumulative annual balance: 
Slcueclon. -~~-ll Au9\a.C of year ln quutlon 
420 244 221 178 115 128 
253 233 517 447 453 572 
:''.167 .·,'11 
' ''"296 '·'.·:' .. 269 ·:':\;;338 <;;44.4 
I 25.211 I 25.6401 22.9211 23.3231 20.3361 
I 24.91sl 2s.311l 22.5831 22.8791 
122 13 186 44 130 113 
110 171 220 498 203 187 
::::::- ':::.12 o/i'~l68 .~34 ·.: .::.~54 ·.'.::':<~73 :o.'i :·o:';:14 
10.1981 10.1631 9.6011 11.3201 10.3091 
110.1641 9.7091 9.5261 11.2461 
·t~>~~!~~~if!;~!l ;~r!!~uctl~~ i:_~~:~--- .. ·· ·::: :::.::::::·:~··l-J[#g;;v±;£:4Jp2~J,2:i;~fj!Q$::J2zc;d 
























Area under vine grapeSlniO-
.. Hovementa·· ciuCifti. ihi ~-ye.r· 
+ new plantingS~­
• replanting• 
.. ____ ._9ru~~1"9t 
TREND OF' AREA UNI)ER VINES BY RJi:GlON; ANNUAL SURVEYS 
I FRANCE. -, 
I t981 I t982 I 1983 I t9M 1· t985 I t98~T-i987 I t9as I f969 j199oiJft9t I 1992 I 
4811 1881 1431 1771 871 841 -1141 611 201 301 891 48 459 298 271 301 230 244 .a. 16 304 . 290 477 278 395 
565 361 266 259 265. 188 243 267 219 266 259 267 
'· .Toi:iiif ·;no~e;n-~;;-;:~·Jm!mimlillilll!!!TilnHnm1Hmnl111lli!iiillil~i:S1I1HiliiH1~ii~lii~i!Hl~l!illiliHmH~51iitiHHiHHi!l15~lii!W!Wi~ll1mHtl.i!~j~IHfili1i!i~la~l!!i!iliHlil9.~UW!!imii~alf!il~ilfl111~111HlmHlH~ 
f Annual balance: I· · I 12.343) 12.49.1l 12.710)12;7621 12.9021 12.9891 13~0871 13.898[ 13.9591 13.5271 13.703l 
("cumulative annual balance: I · J • I 12.49·11 12.7101 12.7621 12.9021 13.0891 f3J?ff[)3.178f 14.139! 14.0671 13.7031 
AQUITAINE 
Area-' under' vine-'grapes-(har· 
-j40Vements 4Ur1ng th• year 
; . • new plant.Inga• 
• replanting• 
• grubblnga 
.1.5131 8581 -9031 1.284,. 8551- 7471 .1.2731 .. 4431 5731 8411 9031 415 
5,905 2.721 2,567 3,553 2.631 2.959. 4.615 3.181 3.114 6:273 2.761 2.576 
8.178 3.870 2.892 3.180 2.700 3.999 3.442 3.171 2.816 3.165 2.181 2.092 
·'Total: -;no~~~bi~~: -~lll!lilHWHiilH!lilWililiu!lliHl~!~~QifililiillH~~1!fJHillm§1~j!i!ii1~ti~~~1m1W~lifi§]HlHiH!~~~~l1Hl~~#~~lillillm1~~~~1!!1!11!i~~~U1111!l~i~~~~!l!HlillillJl11!1lili~~~ 
!Cumulative annual balance~: r~;H:=r-U~=- -wnws:-977lt30.763!130.470f132.916f133;969f134.~40it38.789lt40.272l141 .1711 
Sit.vatlon uport.ed •nd Na~lative &nnu.d bt.l•nc:• 
















10.608 884 0 66% 
42.856 3.571 2 68% 
42.286 3.524 2,65% 
.. mHH~~~~ts' 932 0,70% 








Area under wine grapes (hal 
.HovernentS·'"-d~r10i thevear 
• nev plantingS-· 
• replant ings 4 0 1 0 0 2 2 4 13 13 
• grub~~n-~~. 22 24 19 7 23 21 
92 60 24 
·Total movements .,, ,.,?,,.,:;.::;:, ,,,,,.,,.,\>·57. ,' ',\}'::,:·:!?~ 1 
I A'1nua~ balance: I I 1.3561 1.331j 1.3ooi~1.281T 1.2631- t.2ill- 1-:224r 1.2321 1.2301 1.2351 1.2361 
[CUffiul<i-tive annual tialanceT I . I . I u3-H~f.3ooi 1.281! 1.263! 1.2411 ,-:-224£ 1-:-2321 1.23ol 1.23sl 1.2361 
Situation &t l1 >ugutt of y .. ;.-·r;;· question: I . . . . . 1 · · 1 . · . ·. ·j · · · 1 · I I 
--------~!_~-·~-~~ rtoport~ ·-~-~""!.~~.:!..~~ ~"-~~!'l .. !>t.lanc:e 
BOURGOGNE 
Areatmder wine. grapes -(hal 
'"HoV-e:mentt during t.he yeAr 
• new plant ingl• 
• replantings 
grubbing• 





357 317 281 
288 278 267 
386 297 276 
}'' 259 . ': 291i ,::t{/27.3 
295 284 495 136 358 209 515 381 
253 385 538 473 625 1.033 409 517 
346 479 348 381 297 380 260 254 
::,;; :;:::202 :::: ,,, 190 : :,, .. , 686 :.·:'·. 228 :/-: 686 . 862 664 644 
[Annual balance-: J • I 21:"921}22~219[ 22.4921 22.6<5S[Ii.87sT-23.¥<[-23.878l 24.4741 25.3361 26.0001 26.6441 
I turi-1ulative annual saianee;----T-==-=:T . I 22.21sl 22.4921 22.6941 22.79sl 23.56ol 23.7881 24.5641 25.3361 26.oool 26.6441 
S 1 tuat ion at ll Auqust of year !.n qvest ion 
,,.t • -·:,.~''-:.~!~:~·-·rot;x-area·-----::'_ /_:-~::·· 
, .. -:.-'Area in production _,, · 


































Area under wine grapes (hal 




I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 1· 1984 I 1985T198s I 1987 I 1saa-r 1989 I 1990 I 1991 I 1992 I 
3491 1991 1981 1941 1151 111 941 438 473 377 239 279 
2.312 723 651 702 553 540 
1211 461 1101 241 1461 37 361 547 819 896 647 745 
619 1.098 1.016 949 592 566 
Total movements .. · ': c-:-a ·I·. ·l.oiiV?T "861 'i/::2bi:·H·A13rl::;)·".199/7::(.·:1 So .>>:~137l:.:·,:':'-'sosl:::•.\f:?>s?li/'::'t:~29l·:::::: 2'011 :=: 216 
I Annual balance: I I 23.3691 23,3891 23.2581 23.0591 22.9131 22.776) 22.2HJ 22.1841 22,1551 22.3561 ill?1] 
!cumulative annual balance: I · I · I 23.3891 23.2581 23.0591 2.2.909} H:i76f22.271l 22.1841 22.1551 22.3561 22.5721 
S1t.uatlon at ll_>.uguat. ot year ln quution 
~t~~~}f~1~i;}~~~~~ Totai~area· · .. ~}[~~i: · 
_ Ar_ea in production 
.PlU!!rel)~.e-~ __ betveen 1 
Sltuatiol\ reooruct atld C~.~-..lathe &Mud bdence 
.. ···-· ------ ·····--· ------
CHAMPAGNE 
Area under wine-grapes~har 
1 MovementS ·dUt=ing· dlt·-year 
• uc• planiTngi-· 
• replant i'ngs 
• g_rubbings 
221 374 679 362 590 331 479 49 423 401 272 239 
724 308 662 392 416 696 909 530 426 993 563 400 
860 527 469 298 650 844 635 534 408 870 562 451 
IS ••.::0':00::'.155 ;},:;;8'12 :;;:::}\/456 :}_.:;)356 -;: ,,;:, ... : 183 .: ._.;\.753 :· <·'·.•AS ,_ .. _,.>,' 441 524 273 188 
!·cumulative annual balance: I .=:J---. I 23.9541 24.4101 24.7661 24.9491 25.7011 25.7461 26.1871 26.7111 26.9841 27.1721 
Situat1oftUl1 Augvtt of year in queltion 
~-~:~~~~~Jr~;~-~~:~~-uc.~ 1~~--~{A\:~;-.. -;{· ::/ \:;:; :::;:-: 



























r 25.~:15r • I · ' 







Area under wine grapes-(nar-· 
.MOVement• during the ye4r 
• new plantingS• 
+ replAnt ings 
• grubblngs 
· Total_~v~rn_e..nt_l) ___ ::;:::,: 
I 1981 I 198.2 I 1983 I 1984 I 1986-1 1986-1 1987 I 1988 I 1989 I 199o I 1991 I 199.2 I 
0 18 29 0 1 0 0 5 1 1 1 21 
48 26 228 170 74 34 18 282 249 476 609 452 
1.050 3.810 953 1.084 1.299 2.962 992 1.085 1.298 743 833 630 
<+Lo62 :,:):};166 ·::'.:(:~696 ::,,(:':'i!lt4 t:,:·",h221 tE~~~2s \/:.:~l'i74 /''?i!i8 h:J;0_48 W£.:2.66 .: . '''~223 .· ..• , 57 
I Annual balanc-e:~ I . I 18.5631 17.8671 16.9531 15.7291 12.801r1-fJPJ 11.0291 9.9811 9.7151 9.4921 9.3351 
!eumulative annual balance·: 1 • 1 • 1 17.8671 16.9s3l 15.7291 12~son n.-ll27rfLo29l 9.9811 9.7151 9.4921 9.33sl 
-----· l Situation At ll Au91.ttt of year in q\Jett.lon 
iW.Wi'~t~\lJ.~fot&t''•~•· ···· W.R~:~f r.;~,m.<>~"' .. ·''.,_,~.,._ · 'Ar.~a in production 
__ !1tu•t1CI\ uported __ ~~~~~':~. •nnu_•l ~>•l•nee 
FRANCHE·COMTE 
Area under wine grapes (ha) 
. M~~erntn~a du~lng the ye&r ' 
' 
• new pial'\tlngl• 105 39 26 33 28 14 11 8 17 8 23 38 
• replanting• 24 a 7 10 19 16 19 23 38 54 35 34 ~- grubbing• 
38 20 8 20 15 37 15 32 28 25 20 18 
Total movements '"· .. '::.-.:': .. '.'.''.:.:, I;: :.s1 · ... ,.,,., ::..,:27. :25 ::-::- ),:, ::::23. ):) ::-32 :. ' ·7 . 15 ·1 27 37 39 54 
rAiinu41-t)lllance: [ · [ i.6TZ[ 1.6371 1:66o[ 1.6921 1.5751 1.5901 1.5891 1.7161 1.7531 1.7921 1.8461 
[cu'iiiUiat"ive---a!lnual balance: T----=---r. 1 1.6371 1.66ol 1.6921 1.6asl l.69ol 1.6891 1.7161 1.7531 1.7921 1.8451 
·-·-- I ·;_(1~-~~l'~-~ . ..!~*~-1 >.u9'l•:_:~ _yur in ~e~--~,~~-~: ;J~;;<.•;z:.\l~~:.:~~~s:~ 'total area l~.{t.3.k 
,fi...,_J.-...... ,,o.J.~-=-- 'Area in production 
































7 A B~f 7.3.5 I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 I 1984C-19as I 1986- I 19871 1988 I 1s8s I 199o I 1991 I 1992 I 
! LANGUEDOC·ROUSSJLLON 
1 ;,::ea unde:: wine grapes (hal" 
i ~-::vt-'"'~~-!:1 -d-Jiif-.9 t-r.e·yur 
• :".ew p lo.r.t. rng'a-· I 433 367 396 579 344 274 329 277 128 304 159 148 rt:plan!.ings 
12.122 7.436 7.362 8.547 6.390 5.396 5.804 6.910 7.066 11.416 6.848 6.793 gr.,bbings 
18.051 13.588 10.526 13.840 10.326 12.412 10.759 14.412 21.996 20.785 10.614 14.114 
7ota l ~o-~e~!l_t_~., ... ·5.496 '>5;785 :i.768 ':Ai714 {>3';592 :;,~6;?_4~ _L_-_4;626 /~7j22S :~1.'4.862 : ~9.065 ,, '·3.607 ·7.173 
I Annual balance: I . I3BS.OS4j382.316l377 .602! i74.010 1367 .2SBI362.642I355.41sj34o.6T5I331.550 !327 .9431320. ?sal 
&.ttuaC.toi\Hll AUIIJUii.. of yeu ln quutlon 
;~·::i'J~S\~fr~f.!Jf~~~~;~~;'~:~.on p.i&j~::':('· .. ; :z:';:l :':,:::'":::::, 1-:::0=:=':,~:! I ~:::;0'"~,-~:::~-1 ~,,:,::·~~''!~E':--~::~5'~'::+':::~:!·~~::~::1 ~~:'~-·~:,:,~-1 ~,::,~:::,:.: 1~::,~:~,~~';::'~ 1'::::: '·~~-1.'2~ ·~ .. I~ -- :. ~.I 
S'l.cuatloL'\ reporud •net C\IJ~Uhtlvt- annul.l b•hne• 
MIDI-PYRENEES 
Area under wine grapes (hal 
. MoVImtnta during th .. yeAr 

























521 331 54 1.340 -1.451 2.037 
2.233 ,.. 3.588 2.637 









I Annual balMce;-____ ----- -- J I 51.462J sO.osfJ 48.761{ 47.318! 45.36\J-44.526[43.6831 41.5791 41.0331 41.5231 41.6031 
/Surriuiarrve annual balance:-~---.-- T . I . --Tso:-os1T 4s'J61[47.3TsT45~3sll 44.52ol 43.6791 41.5791 41.0331 41.6231 41.6031 
.. ···--. . ---·-:-~ 
SS.tuu.ton. at l.l. ..\ugult 4f yur in quut1on 
~--~-Total'are• . ii.;'f>:{ p. ··:-: -~ · t ,.., ~ 'Ar_e_a in production ·· ·""··~ 













1::9.~~:f -~ I . l 























~.MovetM:fltl-·during· t-he· year 
• neY plandngi-· 
• replan.tlngs 
• grubbing• 
·'rota~ movements ... >> 












6 0 2 
931 1.292 86 
3.489 2.848 287 
})/2;552 ):"1\556 ')·!:"199 
1 0 0 5 2 10 
1.236 1.207 1.448 2.787 101 114 
2.354 3.146 2.806 2.569 211 1.997 
'::+.111'}7 tth :939 :=::.t;a·5a ·::j: 223 ::::/ "108 "1 :873 
n•.nnual balance: 1 1 99.3551 96.1821 93.63ol 92.0791 91.88ol 9o.763l 88.a24f)7~46!q 87.6891 87.5811 8s.7osl 
l'cumul.ative annual balance: I . I . I 96.1821 93.6301 92.0741 91.880}90.763]-8S:S24[-si-:-4tf6J 87.6891 87.58IT 85.708j 
. l1C.uAdoi\&tl1 A\19\ut: ot year ln quut ion 
. ~~·;~]~\Jt~t~s~?{'f'~~;~;~~:<.' 1on j:)f,\;;;······ .··-:;:;:;:;.<·-· 
-oute:nncu betwee.ri: 
Slh••tlcn uport~ -.1\d ('V-..1u~_"!_!t'ln"•~~~-~~!'.e~ 1 1 1 ...,,...,.., tu 1 ..,, .... • tu 1 ..,,.., • tv 1 ""'"""" tu 1 ""•"""' tu 1 ..,,..,.., ru 1 "''""'""IV 1 "''"'"' ru 1 ""'""""' ,,.. 1 ... , , .... ,u 1 
PICARDIE · 
J\.rea under wine grapes (hal 
HOvtmentl durlng tht yei:r 




411 881 122 44 22 26 

























I Annual balanci!:- - I · I 1~6611 n Li93J -1:9o41 1.968{ 1.9731 - 2.1671 2:184[ 2~:is11- 2.3741 2:4281 2.5ooJ 
lcumulacive annuaTbaiaiice:----- -I I -=---l-1.7]TI-~f.9o}I-1-:9ssrTI!3] 2.1s11 2.18C2.29II-f.374J-2:4-2sr2TooJ 
Situation at ll h..iq\Ut ot yur in q\Jestion 
~:~~;~~~~-~~~~?_~;:17~r;;~uct ton- ~:-.t.;}f:· 
; ~ (.f '! ;:t :-~_e_t_ye t we II!!'\: 
S1t .. •t10t\ tt""'rtt-d ."\d C'\lA.IlHtve &/\.'lull tahr~ee 




































PAYS DE LA LOIRE 
' Area under wine grapes (hal 
tMOV~tN!ntl dur1nq the yeAr 
















61 57 62 
833 591 67.4 
1.058 850 1.005 
±= .. 'L£1~4 ,,. . ''·" ~91 D :>~~!! 
31 48 28 81 1 15 
710 1.606 1.280 1.477 1.551 
1.115 1.924 1.187 1.222 1.041 
fJiiE3?~ Jti:~2'i0' 2) .}336 '·''''' 625 
[An~t>afan-.:e-;---- 1 . 1 39.2ool 3s.2o11 39.0191 -3-8.8551 38.6531 38~3841 38.o@I 37.74ol 37.86ol 38.1961 38.8211 
lcumu'ia.tiVe annual balance: I · I • I 39.2071 39.0191 38.8551 38.6531 38.3841 38.D10I 37.7401 37.8611 38.1961 38.821 I 
_"'S1i~~--~-~~~n ~~,;.1 Au9\Jtt __ o_~. yut"'1~ ~e~.;-.. ~~~~; . !~~~~~~~~~~·~!;T i~r;:oduction 1/X~~~ 
.P 1 U~fe~~.e-~-~~t ween1 
----·-----_!~~~~~t~~-eu~l-~~ ~~~ .!.~n~!.t _b•l•n_ee 
PACA 
Area under wine 
i;Movem_~,~t~_-.· di.J[iii9'· fhe··year. 








150 142 354 241 
1.664 1.837 2.573 2.591 
3.295 2.389 3.010 3:058 
:n.:481 {: (:'~410 :}:') igj :: ,.;::,•226 
178 172 180 100 93 134 99 
1.474 1.593 1.904 1.477 1.844 1.7.16 1.713 
2.653 2.558 3.205 2.627 3 .. 667 2.172 3.026 
:·,·,;'•LOOf ~7.93 ·1.121 :'•L050 . ·1.730 . •322 •1.214 
1 Annual b'aianC:e--;- - 1 1 f61.429JIOT])I9J101.036ff()Q.725J98.724I 97.9311 96.8101 95.760! 94.o3ol 94.7081 93.4941 
Ccil~v~uai'baiance~ --, . 1 . fio1.D19I1oo.936l1o0.81ol 99.7241 97.9311 96.81ol 95.76ol 94.o3ol 93.7081 93.4941 
Situatioi\Tt-H Au9'Jtt- of yur 1n quett ion 
~ 3:j~}~{f4~~/ftl~~jfTOU'i""aii a· .. .-·-~iiR~X~; ·.··· :-···· 
------~~a __ l!'-_ pr?:duct ion 
Di(tereneu .betweent 















I 38 .. 6401 • J-n---=---J 























Area under wine grapes (hal 
• Hovtft\entl during the y;~;-
......... pl.antlngl• 
• replanting• 
. __ ..:__~rubblnqt 
I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 I 1984-1 1985-1 1s9s r -rsa7-r 1988 I 1989 I 1sso I 1ss1 I 1ss2 I 
6891 2611 2421 3941 3171 2221 2521 1421 931 2021 182 1.438 776 726 892 754 770 817 791 840 1.371 891 




·Total movements j· ... · >. ..: : ,.: .. :;:~o::)j.•:/}:{:.7_J.I:•\i;T{,ssli{•>1.6S.I}\ ••••. ~a3IJ::i•)\.2.ssJ/U&tL6Jlj{:i:4_Lo_j.g: :l!~J!ftt:::~Jzsj·.:·· ••:•-_5S21······ :}297l: • · 344 
I Annual balance: J . I 52.336j 52.4941 52.9571 53-:211[53.379[ 53,789[ 53.884] -53.fo6I 5·4.2581 54.5551 54.8991 
lcu·mulative annual balance: I • J · I 52.4941 52.9571 53.2121 53.3i9T_5_3~9T-53.884J-53~7<56JK@ 54.5551 54}ffi 
.. ·-·--. I S1tua.t10ft &t l1. Aug"'J:It ot year ln qyuticn 
~:~~~~~~_;.!_:r;~·~~oduct !on i\(t~· -::::.;::. (: :::::::::::I::: ~::•~_::~ : 1· : 0•·:- ~:::?!• I ••:o.;=:.:•~>••f:: I ::?•t:i!'•!P l·•·<~•·i···~~··~:i•:•·l :::::~·-··~·~··:·1:?~: ~··!'•:• I' ·~··~ "~<~· •.I·..,~··J-2' ~·~ I·· _ . "~·L·~ 1-<· _ . ·_ ~ ~ I - . ·_ ~-_I 
.P!H~!~~~.e-~-~~tveent. 
__ ____ .2_1_t!'!'_t_~~~·~~t~~~~-~-~~~!! ~~~!.1_ ~tlanet 





















c= TREND Of' AREA Ul.DER VIllE$ BY REGION; ANNUI\L SURVE_Y_s _______ :==J __ _. 
ABBRUZZI 
Area under wine grapes (hal" 





Cumulative annual balance: 
[
O.iff,frcnCU bet..,Unl -·-··· 
~_!._!:uAtlon ttPQCtf'd .tnd cv-.Jlath• .tM"41 b.tlanee 
BASIUCATA 
Area under wine grapes (hal 
·~mre.ntt during the ye4i-
• nev pianting6• 
+ reph.ntings 
• qt'Uhb!nqa 
· Tot a 1 m6vements 
CAMPANIA 
Area under wine grapes (hal 
~·:Move\'1\t:.ntc during the yt&r 
• ne..,. phntlngl• 
• replanting• 
IT ALIA I 
1186 11188 1887 1988 1989 1990 
177 28 20 31 16 44 72 
283 164 187 161 178 656 183 
329 153 243 155 178 317 349 
0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 
506 0 0 0 0 0 0 
45 0 0 0 0 0 0 
101 161 292 209 12 337 235 
33 30 12 25 4 17 8 
60 7 10 0 4 140 20 
• qt'Uhbloq• 
----~-- . .. 441 426 397 285 716 554 473 
·Total movements 
Annual balance: 
~ffi\.l~ative annuai balance: 
£1 {.~ ~ fel!~.e-~-~~-tvetn 1 
Situ•tlOt\ .upoct.-d tl'ld cv-...l~tlV..fiMud l-o&hnca 
CAlABRIA 
Area under wine grapes (hal 
,-M¢v.e!l'loent• during the yeAr 






264 54 70 0 0 0 0 
139 90 50 8 0 0 0 
3.255 928 831 1.150 1.017 727 495 
388 65 0.2% 
1.712 245 0,8% 
1.724 246 0,6% 
;;}<:~:s1 27 0,1% 
ol 
506 72 0.5% 
45 6 0,0% 
1.347 192 1,3% 
:iH6~li -32 ..(),2% 
ol 
129 18 0,0% 
241 34 0,1% 
3.292 470 1.1% 
'')~2;i)~ii -297 -o.7% 
ol 
388 55 0.2% 
0,1% 




T BLE A 742 .. 
EMIUA ROMAGNA 
Area under wine grapes (hal 
Hevtftll!rite durin() tht ye&r 
' 
• nev ph-ntlngl• 812 
• replanting• 1.268 
.. .:...~rut>blnqt 2.491 
·Total movements -411 
Annual balance: 
Cumulative annual balance:. 
FRIUU-VENEZIA GIULA 
Area under wine grapes (hal 
·:Hoverne~t~ 4~~1nc; the yeAr .: 
• nev plantlngl• 373 
• rtph.ntingt 306 
: •• ~rut>~lnqa 726 
·Total mov~ments_ ... - )':''( :.'.,-::'.::·::'?',·\'.''': .. '.1·:.·· ·-47 
Annual balance: 
Cumulative annual balance:. 
LAZIO 
Area under wine ra es Lhal 
-~mei\ts during· the yeAr 





Cumulative annual balance: 
. ·····--· I Situation at 31 .\a.I9'Jtt ot' yu.r in quutlcn 
~--Tot.i·'A;;. · . · ·· i~~~,'ji 
______ . ... ~.ea -in product~on 
.Plt4!!~~~e.L.~!t.~~et\1 
UtuatlOtt. I'•POC'ted. •nd C\la.tl~tt"" &M\Id bthnc•· 
UGURIA 
Area under wine grapes (ha) 
<Ho~~rr.e.ntl d~flng tht ye&r 
























































226 193 219 3.173 453 07% 
663 642 803 









197 95 226 976 139 0,7% 
413 885 454 3.064 441 2,2% 
804 857 663 4.721 674 3.4% 
·.:··194 
····<'>!123 ·:::· :.:'.'::.'17 .... '::::SOt 
·114 .0.6% 
ol 
7 50 2 814 1 16 0.2% 
138 795 26 3.076 439 0.8% 
1.112 1.746 1.056 12.260 1.751 3.0% 




0 12 0 15 2 0,0% 
24 17 382 55 1.1% 
245 247 243 1.689 241 4.7% 





Area under wine grapes (hal 
... 
·HOVe••enu d"tll\9 the ye&r 






CUmulative annua balance: 
Rllh£~~~.•.!.-~~tvUftt 
Utua.tlOft t•.~!tH aftll. ~a.a'.!u._.. &tu\Ud bahr.ct 
MARCHE 
Area under wine qraoes (hal · 
'·HOVerr.e'ntt during the y~~t 









57 28 0 0 0 
295 310. 280 278 498 
647 422 643 534 543 
·296 
·64. -363 -266 ..,46 
22 66 3 3 0 
139 153 93 76 139 
--~J7r-~~--~~~~~r-~T-~~~~~~r-~~ 
·Total movements : :·:::•:· .... _._. -'. ·{· .... .:• . .:. : 
686 652 285 489 265 715 911 
·:-. .-6 :.503 . : ~124 
·21.0 -~-169 : . ..:636 ... ·-.772 
1\.nnual balance: 
CUmulative annual balance:. 
'·. . ·• ··--· . I 
SS.tuatiOft at 11 ~9\llt of year in quution ... 
~~~~·-:: 
__ . Ar_e• 1~ ~rod.uc:t ion 1 
RlU-!£~~~e~t_!!t.'!~ent 
Utuatlon t•ootted &Nii cu .. l~th•• &MUd b&lane'e 
MOUSE 
Area under wine ra es (hal 
-J:ioYetr.eftt• during th-.-ye~r--
• nev plantingS• 277 28 0 0 0 0 80 
• replAnting• 
• grubbing• 
464 0 0 0 0 0 370 
155 69 36 10 143 120 135 
·Total movements ... }'/:)::::: .·::;. "<sea .;:<;ii:}f(j :•:,:':;(:;.;;;.36 ·':.: .-::.;to ,::::,143 .\·';:::>~120 :-:'./')315 
1\.nnual balance: 
cumulative annual balance:. 
PIEMONTE 
Area under wine grapes (hal 
·Hovei'N:.ntt during the yeAr 
• ne, planting• 605 0 0 0 0 0 0 
• replanting.: 
• grubbln91 · 1.242 452 478 389 
9.104 2.235 1.311 929 
419 749 572 
1.186 644 1.147 
·Total movements 
Annual balance: 
Cumulative annual balance: 
RlU1.!~~~.e~~t.w~ent 
_!_l_t~•UOft UPGtt.-4 &1:\d C\1._.1;tlw &Mud __ ~-~!~.M~ 
~--~----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
485 69 0,2% 
3.768 538 1.9% 





174 25 0,1% 
1.349 193 0,7% 
4.003 572 2.0% 
:;: :•1;072 -153 .0,5% 
ol 
385 55 0.6% 
834 119 1,4% 
668 95 1,1 % 
: .. ;:;:•,;:,:::;,:356 51 0,6% 
ol 
605 86 0,1% 
4.301 614 1,0•,(, 
16.556 2.365 4,0% 




Area under wine grapes 
--
• Hovemeittl d.urlng tht ye•r 
; • nev plantlnga• 
• replanting• 
--
-- .:. -grubbing I 
·Total movements 
Annual balance: 
cumulative annual balance: 
tituauon ac 11 Au9Utt ot y.ar-·ift· quuclon 1 I 
~TOtAi".ar;A . ~~~:-·· 
__ ----·----.--··-~e_a in production ·I 
RlU~r~~~-e-~2?_~t."ee"' 
(hal 
UtY41tlOft reoocttd aM cuadulve aMUd bal•M• 
SARDEGNA 
Area under wine grapes (hal 
,;Hovemet.te during the yeAr 




cumulative annual balance:. 
RlU!r~~~-~-~t-~~ent 
Utvn lOft reoort.t aftd cu..,1~tl,. aMud bdatH:• 
SICIUA 
Area under wine grapes. (hal 
•.Hoveme"ritt during the ye"ir 
• nev planttn'~;l• . 
• reph.ntinga 
-. --.2.~_1ngt .. i 
Total movemend 
Annual balance: 
CUmulative ·annuai balance:_ 
RlU~£~~£_t_!._~t."~ent 
Ut"•tlCM\ reported •M cua.ahtin •NNd bd•nce 
TRENTINO + ALTO ADIGE 
Area under wine grapes (hal 
.Hoveme.ntt dut"lng the ye&r 
1--
• ne" phntlnc;l• 
• rephntings 
.. •. grubblng• 
-Total movements 
Annual balance: 






























































1.649 19 0 3.679 626 OS% 
832 1.148 0 2.874 411 0,4% 
3.043 2.247 1.685 20.937 2.991 2,6% 
-662 -1.000 -1.686 -11.tl18 -1.660 
-1,4% 
2781 
19 9 0 1.011 144 0,2% 
19 8 0 378 54 0,1% 
888 2.962 2.948 11.978 1.711 2,9% 
.··:·:: 
.:.'-:850 .:~2:945 -2.948 .'::{::\::.i(-696 -671 -1,1% 
ol 
338 0 88 936 134 0,1% 
2.428 2.844 11.948 1.707 1,1% 
2.428 2.878 5.471 22.765 3.252 2,2% 
.':.:: 
'ii336 :::-: ;:::~·:: :- :-· =::::~i:s39 :::,:::;:::::.;;;~ -638 -o,4% 
86 120 371 583 83 0.7% 
279 299 381 2.321 332 2.7% 
247 239 41 2 2.964 423 3.4% 
·:::_,::::::,::_, 18 ,:: .. ''<-100 -··-,:-340 .,,:;:::::::::=~so -83 -o.7% 
ol 
T 8LE A '. 7 4 6 
TOSCANA 
Area under wine grapes (hal 
·'Hove~~~entt 411tlng tilt year 
.; • ne" pie.nUngl• 1.285 467 17 0 126 208 0 I • repl&ntlngs 224 4 367 106 104 1.376 65 
.. 
.. :. 9tubblngt 1.094 731 1.842 427 1.686 1.378 1.275 
·Total movements 416 -270 -1.468 ·321 ·1.466 206 ·1.210 
Annual balance: 
Cumulative annual bal_!O..C::.':.:. .----..l--.,;....--L..;....--J..-:==::J....::.:~:..:..~...:::;::.:;;:.::..:.J..-:==::J.....:.:=:.::.~ 
RlU'!£~~~.1.!.~t-~~~n' 
11t'l!_t10A .!..•ooru4 aftd ~~t.;tt.,.. •""'-•' btlanct . 
UMBRIA 
Area under wine grapes (hal 
~110vetr~en;;-4~~ing the yeAr 
• -nev plantlngl• 1.199 0 14 10 0 7 8 
I • rePlanting• 111 t 0 0 tS 33 12 -------~b~ng· 70 102 226 49 23 79 223 
·Total movements ,,,,,,,,·,:,-.,,,. ·_.,,.,,.·.':>·:·.' ....... . ;·1;240 ···'101 ~21.2 ·.-. .::·";;39 . '·.· :4J -39 ;.203 
balance:. ; 
VALLE D'AOSTA 
Area under wine qrapes (hal 
.:Hove ... nto during tilt year I 




• 9tubbiR91 2 0 0 0 t 0 52 1 1 2 3 
Total movements ·-::':·. ··-: _,.<.::::-'2 .-!<{ ::'-47 ·:::::;:·:/:": •5 --; .::;{t1 <'~2 .. '·':::'4 ·,'),::;'');6 
Annual balance: 
Cumulati"ve.an.nual balance: 
llt\l&tlon u l1_AufUU: .of year··;;· que,1tton' 
~-- ••••. if~' 
_::__·.:._""__ ......... ~!'Z.~.• in production ·· · 
RltH~~~s..•.!.-~~t.~~et\1 
Utu.tt10f\ teportt4 •NS a.aa1Atl..,. """!'!.~~·~~n~~ _,_ ___ ..._ ___ ,__;;.:..;;,..;,;c_.._,.;;=.;..;;...-'-...:.;c:...:.;;.._..._=;;...;.;-'.....::=..;.;..-' 
VENETO 
Area under wine grapes (hal 
tiovetroe.ntt durlng the yei"r 





CUmulative annual _balance: 
RU.Hr~ncc.• bttvecnt 
.. ,,,,~;:(:>> ,. ::--:::<;:,::; 





soo 154 169 3 24 
1.940 1.302 1.085 1.172 1.269 
3.608 2.345 1.651 2.152 2.0.26 
·'"L168 ::c;:';:-ss9 ,;,;'':~577 :-.·<'i-977 .,:"';:::;;;.715 
2.093 289 0,4')(, 
2.235 319 0,4% 
8.!133 1.205 1,6')(, 
·3, 1!)0 ·443 
-0,5% 
ol 
1.238 177 0,6% 
172 25 0.1% 
772 110 0.5% 
880 126 0,6% 
ol 
14 2 0.3% 
4 0.1 % 
79 11 1.5% 
:.-.... 
· .. :o-'6.1 
-7 •1,0% 
o] 
3.050 436 0.5% 
10.554 1,506 1,7% 








DATA FROM FINAL STATEMENTS FOR 1980/81 TO 1991/92 
TABLE 8.1.1 c AvERAGE PRODUCTION PER MEMBER STATE J 
Unit : 1000 hi 
[AVERAGE (1983 A 1991) I I BELG. I DEUT. I ELLAS I FRAN. I ITALIA I LUXB. I UK II EUR 10 II PORT. I ESP. II . EUR 12 II 
TOTAL 2 10.412 4.477 63.824 67.135 151 12 146.012 8.811 34.777 189.600 
QUALITY WINES PSR 0 9.763 350 20.245 8.595 118 0 39.072 2.435 9.333 50.840 
TABLE WINE 2 644 4.048 33.830 54.815 24 12 93.376 6.364 21.303 121.043 
OTHER 0 0 79 8.755 3.071 8 0 11.912 11 2.430 14.353 
GRAPE JUICE 0 5 0 994 653 0 0 1.652 0 1. 711 3.364 
i 




!!ill! QUALITY WINES PSR 
40.000 m TABLE WINE 
30.000 
20.000 1111 OTHER 
10.000 l!!ll GRAPE .JUICE 
0 
DEUT. ELLAS FRANCE IT ALIA LUXB. PORTUGAL ESP A~ A 
Sources: definitive balances 
_) 








I WINE YEAR 19iffi82 -1 
TOTAL 












1 eeLa. 1 oeuT. 1 -eu..AsJ~-FRAN. , 1 rrAI.i.A r Luxe. r- uK u EuR 10 r 
4 4.872 5.395 . 69.984-- 84.750 50 2 166.067 
0 4.723 243 14.819 8.984 48 0 28.817 
·-
4 144 4.984 46.946 72.941 2 2 125.023 
0 0 168 7.833 2.025 0 0 10.026 
,. 
0 5 0 386 800 0 0 1.191 
I BELG. I DEUT. I ELLAS I FRAN. I ITALIA I LUXB. I UK ij EUR 10 . I 
4 7.485 5.470 57.702. 70.500 97 2 141.260 
0 ?.339 300 13.940 7.130 76 0 28.785 
4 141 5.000 37.993 60.881 21 2 104.042 
0 0 170 5.378 1.689 0 0 7.237 
0 5 0 391 800 0 0 1.196 
, ___ 
--~~------------
-· -------- ------ ------ -~-- ---
I BELG. I DEUT. I ELLAS I FRAN. I ITALIA I LUXB. I UK II EUR 10 II 
3 16.133 4.500 79.953 . 72.648 256 7 173.600 
-
0 15.034 210 22.355 8.642 170 0 46.411 
3 ·-1.094 - 4':237 44.620. ·---·s1.476 as·· 1 111.523 
. -· 
-
0 0 53 12.1'18 . 1.830 -- o· 0 14.001 
0 5 0 860 700 0 0 1.565 






























I GRAPE JUICE 
I BELG. I DEUT. I ELLAS I FRAN. I ITALIA I LUXB.. I UK II EUR 10 ij PORT. I ESP. I EUR12 II 
2 13.397 5.250 68.547 82.200 185 20 169.601 8.483 32.465 210.549 
0 10.602 371 19.508 8.917 120 0 39.518 2.378 5.828 47.724 
2 2.790 4.659 37.932 70.132 65 20 115.600 6.105 21.513 143.218 
0 0 220 10.454 2.451 0 0 13.125 0 3.897 17.022 
0 5 0 653 700 0 0 1.358 0 1.227 2.585 
I 
··- --~------ ~ ------ -- -----·-···-
r:=s:ao. I oeuT. I ELLAS ·1 FRAN. l -rf.Ai.IA]- Luxe. I UK II EUR 10 ~ PORT. I ESP. I EUR12 II 
2 8.887 5.025 64.360 70.900 152 15 149.341 8.655 36.249 194.245 
0 7.731 360 15.715 6.885 101 0 30.792 2.426 7.296 40.514 
2 1.151 4.588 39.572 59.389 51 15 104.768 6.229 23.026 134.023 
0 0 77 8.131 3.896 0 0 12.104 0 3.857 15.951 






~~--BE_L_G-.~, _D_E_U_T-.-,~E-L_LA_S~jr-F-R-A-N.-,j--IT_A_L_IA-,I~L~U-XB-.~~--~U-K--~~~-E~U.-~-1~0~ij-.~P~O~RT~.~~--E~S~P.--p.-E~U.-~-1~2~~ i 
2 6.102 4.782 71.297 62.340 107 6 144.636 9.893 34.511 789.040 
0 6.081 363 19.860 8.082 86 0 34.472 2.773 7.420 44.655 
2 16 4.376 39.472 48.631 21 6 92.524 7.120 21.260 120.904 
·-
0 0 43 10.723 4.977 0 0 15.743 0 4.423 20.166 
0 5 0 1.242 650 0 0 1.897 0 1.408 3.305 
TABLE. 8.1.4 


















QEw. 1 oEur. -[TLLAs I FRAN. 1 rTALrA 1 wxa. 1 uK H Eun ro ~ PoRr. 1 esP. 1 EUR12 ij 
2 10.921 4.334 73.974 76.962 160 8 166.361 8.017 37.042 271.420 
0 10.440 .301 22.263. 8.405 136 0 41.545 2.283 9.593 53.421 
2 476 3.993 39.992 64.628 22 8 109.121 5.734 24.570 139.425 
0 0 40 10.509 3.229 2 0 13.780 0 1.709 15.489 
0 5 0 1.210 700 0 0 1.915 0 1.170 3.085 ~ 
[eaG._T_DEUT~-T- ELLAS ~-- FRAN. r IT ALIA I LUXB. I UK !I EUR 10 ~ PORT. I ESP. I EUR12 ~ 
2 9.713 4.475 69.340 75.822 142 5 159.499 , 1.047 41.481 212.027 
0 9.487 277 20.780 8.607 121 0 39.272 3.200 11.753 54.225 
2 221 4.128 39.037 63.273 14 5 106.680 7.847 26.613 141.140 
0 0 69 8.468 3.242 7 0 11.786 0 1.856 13.642 




[ BELG. I DEUT. I ELLAS I FRAN. I ITALfA I LUXB. I UK II EUR 10 ij PORT. I ESP. I EUR12 ij 
2 9.981 4.345 57.620 61.010 142 6 133.106 3.938 23.249 160.293 
0 9.922 361 20.454 8.859 128 0 39.724 1.238 9.381 50.343 
2 54 3.937 29.762 48.536 3 6 82.300 2.700 10.602 95.602 
0 0 47 6.954 2.965 11 0 9.977 0 2.269 12.246 
0 5 0 450 650 0 0 1.105 0 997 2.102 
-;.:;~:: 8.1.5 
. :·;c: : .. · .. o 1989:90 n -, 
1101/·L 
I 




§-Y'E:P.R 199ot91 ___ -~-] 
TOTAL 
QUALITY WINES PSR 
TABLE WINE 
I BELG. I DEUT. I ELLAS I FRAN. I ITALIA I LUXB. I UK II EUR 10 • PORT. I ESP. ~ EUR12 l 
2 , 4.491 4.532 61.058 60.327 232 21 140.663 7.890 32.444 180.997 
0 , 4.000 434 23.420 8.744 207 0 46.805 2.370 11.325 60.500 
2 486 4.020 28.624 48.037 13 21 81.203 5.520 18.587 105.310 
0 0 77 8.464 2.946 12 0 11.499 0 1.364 12.863 
0 5 , 550 600 0 0 1.156 0 1.168 2.324 
-
---~-- I- -~-·-
I BELG. I OEUT. I ELLAS I FRAN. I ITALIA I LUXB. I UK II EUR 10 ij PORT. I ESP. l EUR12 ~ 
2 9.510 3.526 65.530 54.866 , 51 15 133.600 11.351 42.231 187.182 ~ 
0 9.313 328 23.615 9.652 106 0 43.014 2.850 10.891 56.755 
2 192 3.125 28.925 42.850 20 16 75.129 8.601 26.637 110.267 
OTHER 0 0 72 11.400 1.764 25 0 13.261 0 1.130 14.391 I y-:-
GRAPE JUICE 0 5 1 1.590 600 0 0 2.196 0 3.573 5.769 








Source: Wine report DG VI E-2 






4.022 42.689 59.788 
356 16.594 9.207 
3.602 21., 56 47.863 
64 3.688 2., 68 
, 1.251 550 
86 15 117.305 10.021 33.324 160.650 
61 0 36.508 2.400 10.608 49.416 
10 15 73.055 7.521 18.922 99.498 
15 0 5.935 100 1.366 7.401 





DATA FROM FINAL STATEMENTS 
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TREND IN PROIX.ICTION BY DESTINATION 
EUR 12 
., In 0 ..... CD 
"' e. CD e. e. CD Cl) ~ ._ (j) C') In co ..... 
Cl) CD CD CD CD Cl) 
"' 
C> C> 










llfill TABLE WINE . 
1111 OTHER 
Ill GRAPE JUICE 
TABLE 9.1.1 
AVERAGE PRODUCTION PER MEMBER STATE 
as ~ of Member State production 
Unit:: 1000 hi 






2 10.412 4.477 63.824 67.135 151 12 146.012 8.811 
0 9.763 350 20.245 8.595 118 0 39.072 2.435 
0,00% rs3~77r :W'f,82%"7 f1''31172'~ 1IT2-:so9r'" rris:-ss·4r.~ O,Oa% 26,76%' ~7:64~ 
2 644 4.048 33.83a 54.815 24 12 93.376 6.364 
100,00% ~6~18%~ ll!lo,4 1%'rr vsa··o1%'""f "nj'' ..... ~ ~if4%TT 10a.aa% 63,9596 '"72:23W 
•. ' ... -81;65%·.·1 
0 0 79 8.755 3.071 8 a 11.912 11 
a,OO% o,ao% 1,76% 9'3'772%'~' -:rt'4~5f9ri<' '?"'5731·%~1 0,00% 8,1696 0,13% 
0 5 0 994 653 a 0 1.652 a 
O,Oa% a,05% 0,01% 1,56% a,97% 0,00% a,OO% I, 1396 0,00% 













Sources: definitive balances 








1. 711 3.364 
-479'2% ...... 1,7796 
II O~A_!.ITY WINES PSR 
fiJ TABLE WINE 
II OTHER 
Ill GRAPE JUICE 
Ji 
{'; 
7MLE . 9.1.2 
( HINE YEAR 1990(81 [~1IN-E~ P:_1 _~ l _ I 
TOTAL 
NES PSR Q{!_.~.L I'fY, WI~ 
E !_~_!.!:: .... WI~
OTHER 
. - .... -. 
CE G~PE JUIC 
~~liNE YEAR1981/82 [Witi-f:_'I'E;~_1981/s2- 1 
TOTAL 
QUALITY WI NES PSR 




CE GRAPE J'_UI  
, __ -· -· > 
- ···-
., WINE YEAR 1982/83 lwr~E_Y~~ 1982/83 J 
TOTAL 
NES PSR QUALITY WII 
E TABLE WIN  
OTHER 
GRAPE JUICI E 
AVERAGE PRODUCTION PER MEMBER STATE 
as % of Member State producti""on 
I BELG. I . DEUT. I ELLAS I FRAN. I IT ALIA I LUXB. I UK II EUR 10 I 
4 4.872 5.395 69.984 84.750 50 2 165.057 
0 4.723 243 14.819 8.984 48 0 28.81 'j 
0,00% 96,94% 4,50% 21,17% 10,60% 96,00% 0,00% 17,46% 
4 144 4.984 46.946 72.941 2 2 125.023 
100;00% 2,96% 92,38% 67,08% 86,07% 4,00% 100,00% 76,7596 
0 0 168 7.833 2.025 0 0 10.026 
0,00% 0,00% 3; 11% 11;19% 2,39% 0,00% 0,00% 6,0796 
0 5 0 386 800 0 0 1.191 
0,00% 0,10% 0,00% 0,55% 0,94% 0,00% 0,00% 0,7296 
I BELG. I oeur. I ELLAS I FRAN. I IT ALIA I Luxe. I UK II EUR to U 
4 7.485 5.470 57•702 70.500 97 2 14:1.260 
0 .. 7.339 300 13;940 7.130 7S 0 . 28.785 
0,00% . 98,0.5% 5,48% .24,16% 10,11% 78,35% 0,00% 20,3896 
4 141 5.000 37.993 60.881 21 2 104.042 
100,00% ' 1,88% . .. 91,4.1% .. -65';84-~ ··8s,3s% 21~65%. 1•00,.00% 73,65,96. 
0 0 .. 170 5.378 1.689 0 0 ,_ 7.237 
. 0,00% -._ 0,00% 3,} 1~ .. _9,32% 2,40% _0,00% 0,00% . 5,1296: 
0 5 0 391 - 800 . 0 0 1.196 
_ -o:,()O% 
___ _9,_!_ 0_~ _ __9_!_Q_Q'~ --~~69(, .: {f94% 
-------'··--'---·- -
0,00% - ---~- ()_,O()(j(, .. ·. 0,7296 
r-sEt::a:- r-----oeur~r eJ..i.As_J_ FRAN. 1 IT ALIA 1 Luxa. 1 uK 11 EUR 10 11 
3 16.133 - 4.500 79.953 72.648 256 1 173,600 
.. -;, . 
0 15.034 210 22.355 8.642 170 0 46.411 
0,00% 93,1.9% 4,67% 21.96% '11,90% 66,41% 0,00% 26,7596. 
3 1.094 4.237 44.620 61.476 86 1 111.523 
100,00% 6,78% 94,16% 55,8_1%. . 84,62% 33,59% 100,00% 64;2896 
0 0 53 12.118 1.830 0 0 14.001 
0,00% 0,00% 1, 1,8% 15,16% 2,52% 0,00% 0,00% 8,07% 
0 5 0 -- 860 700 0 0 '·g,~~~ll 
__ _jl_,_QO% - - o.o~~ ~ _ __g,oo% 1,08% 0,96%...:... 0,00% 0,00% 














• 2.;33 1 968 
. 
TABLE. 9.1.3 I W!NE YEAR 1983/84-[ wr {YEA 983/84 I [ BELG. I oeuf.- I ELLAS r FRAN. I ITALIA I LUXB. I UK n EUR 10 •. PORT. I . ESP. I EUR12 ~ 
.... -
--- ---- --
) TOTAL 2 13.397 5.250 68.547 82.200 185 20 169.601 8.483 32.465 210.549 I 
NES PSR QUALITY,Wii 0 10.602 371 19.508 8.917 120 0 39.518 2.378 5.828 47.724 
0,00% 79,14% 7,07% 28,46% 10,85% 64,86% 0,00% 23,30% 28,03% 17,95% 22,67% 
TABLE WIN! E 2 2.790 4.659 37.932 70.132 65 20 115.600 6.105 21.513 143.218 
100,00% 20,83% 88,74% 55,34% 85,32% 35,14% 100,00% 68,16% 71,97% 66,27% 1 
OTHER 0 0 220 10.454 2.451 0 0 13.125 0 3.897 17.022 
0,00% 0,00% 4,19% 15,25% 2,98% 0,00% 0,00% 7,74% 0,00% 12,00% 8,08% 
CE q?.}.\J?I:; JU I< 0 5 0 653 700 0 0 1.358 0 1.227 2.585 
0,00% 0,04% 0,00% 0,95% 0,85% 0,00% 0,00% 0,80% 0,00% 3,78% 1,23% 
lwrNE. Y~Aif1984/85 ~c1984/85 .I [ BELG. I DEUT. [ ELLAS [ FRAN. I ITALIA I LUXB. I UK II EUR 10. H PORT. I ESP. ~ EUR12 ]' 
--·---------·- ---
TOTAL 2 8.887 5.025 64.360 70.900 152 15 149.341 8.655 36.249 194.245 
QUALITY WI NES PSR 0 7.731 360 , 5. 715 6.885 , 01 0 30.792 2.426 7.296 40.514 
0,00% 86,99% 7,16% 24,42% 9,71% 66,45% 0,00% 20,62% 28,03% 20,13% 20,86% 
TABLE WINE E 2 1.151 4.588 39.572 59.389 51 15 104.768 6.229 23.026 134.023 
100,00% 12,95% 91,30% 61.,49% 83,76% 33,55% 100,00% 70,15% 71,97% 63,52% I 
OTHER 
GRAPE JUIC E 
0 0 7.7 8., 3, 3.896 0 0 12.104 0 3.857 15.961 
I 0,00% 0,00% 1,53% 12,63% 5,50% 0,00% 0,00% 8,10% 0,00% 10,64% 8.22% I 
0 5 0 942 730 0 0 1.677 0 2.070 3.747 
0,00% 0,06% 0,00% 1,46~ _____ _!, 0 3% __ ___Q~QQ~ ___ ()~00% 1,12% 0,00~ ~_5_,.?_1_~ 1,93% 
I . 
,. 
I WINE YEAR, 985/86 [ I~-iE S -
---------------------------
[ BELG. I DEUT. rar.As I FRAN. I ITALIA I LUXB. I UK II EUR 10 ~ PORT. I ESP. H EUR12 II 
TOTAL 2 6.102 4.782 71.297 62.340 107 6 144.636 9.893 34.511 189.040 
NES PSR QU;;.LITY.IH! 0 6.081 363 ' 19.860 8.082 86 0 34.472 2.773 7.420 44.665 
0,00% 99,66% 7,59% 27,86% 12,96% 80,37% 0,00% 23,83% 28,03% 21,50% 23,63% 
TABLE: \HNE s 2 16 4.376 39.472 48.631 21 6 92.524 7.120 21.260 120.904 
100,00% 0,26% 91,51% 55,36% 78,01% 19,63% 100,00% 63,97% 71,97% 61,60% 1 
1,-.,-;--•• .......... ·I~_, •. -."·" 
I 
0 0 43 10.723 4.977 0 0 15.743 0 4.423 20.166 
0,00% 0,00% 0,90% 15,04% 7,98% 0,00% 0,00% 10,88% 0,00% 12,82% 10,67% 
) ...... ...., ""......... --·- /" C2 ~: ........ ~ ... ~.:::. ..... '-'.:..I... 0 5 0 1.242 650 0 () t.B97 .. 0 1.408 3.305 
0,00% 0,08% 0,00% 1,74% 1,04% 0,00% 0,00% 1,31% 0,00% 4,08% 1,75% 
.. 
lf,BLE 9 .1.4 
1
1 ••• ,., v;;-•:o 1 986·/87 l 






lwrNE YEAA1987/88 J 
TOTAL 




I WINE YEAR 1988/89 I 
15 
TOTAL 




I BELG. jOEDr. mi ELLAS I . FRAN~ -1 ITAU.f.:T~LUXB. I UK II EUR 10 K PORT. I ESP.-1 EUR12 
2 10.921 4.334 73.974 76.962 160 8 166.361 8.017 37.042. 211.420 
0 10.440 301 22.263 8.405 136 0 41.545 2.283 9.593 53.421 
0,00% 95,60% 6,95% 30,10% 10,92% 85,00% 0,00% 24,97% 28,48% 25,90% 25,27% 
2 476 3.993 39.992 64.628 22 8 109.121 5.734 24.570 139.425 
100,00% 4,36% 92,13% 54,06% 83,97% 13,75% 100,00% 65,59% 71,52% 66,33% 1 
0 0 40 10.509 3.229 2 0 13.780 0 1.709 15.489 
0,00% 0,00% 0,92% 14,21% 4,20% 1,25% 0,00% 8,28% 0,00% 4,61% 7,33% 
0 5 0 1.210 700 0 0 1.915 0 1.170 3.085 
0,00% 0,05% 0,00% 1,64% 0,91% 0,00% 0,00% 1,15% 0,00% . _3,16% 1,46% 
1 BELG. 1 oEur. 1---eL~ FRAN. 1 ,TAL~A-r---wx!=r-t.JK u 11 EUR 10 fPOiiT. 1 ESP. 1 EUR12 1 
-
-
2. 9.713 4.475 69.340 75.822. 142. 5 159.499 11.047 41.481 212.027 
0 9.487 277 20.780 8.607 121 0 39.272 3.200 11.753 54.225 
0,00% 97,67% 6,19% 29,97% 11,35% 85,21% 0,00% 24,62% 28,97% 28,33% 25,57% 
2 221 4.128 39.037 63.273 14 5 106.680 7.847 26.613 141.140 ! 
100,00% 2,28% 92,25% 56,30% 83,45% 9,86% 100,00% 66,88% 71,03% 64,16% 1 
0 0 69 8.468 3.242 7 0 11.785 0 1.856 13.642 
0,00% 0,00% 1,54% 12,21% 4,28% 4,93% 0,00% 7,39% 0,00% 4,47% 6,43% 
0 5 1 1.055 700 0 0 1.761 0 1.259 3.020 
0,00% 0,05% 0,02% 1,52% 0,92% 0,00% 0,00% 1,10% 0,00% 3,04% 1,4296 
I BELG. I DEUT. I ELLAS I FRAN. I ITALIA I LUXB. l UK II EUR 10 ~ PORT. I ESP. I EUR12 ~ 
2 9.981 4.345 57.620 61.010 142 6 133.106 3.938 23.2.49 160.293 
0 9.922 361 20.454 8.859 128 0 39.724 1.238 9.381 50.343 
0,00% 99,41% 8,31% 35,50% 14,52% 90,14% 0,00% 29,84% 31,44% 40,35% 31,4196 
2 54 3.937 29.762 48.536 3 6 82.'300 2.700 10.602 95.602 
100,00% 0,54% 90,61% 51,65% 79,6·5% 2,11% 100,00% 61,83% 68,56% 45,60% I 
0 0 47 6.954 2.965 11 0 9.977 0 2.269 12.246 
0,00% 0,00% 1,08% 12,07% 4,86% 7,75% 0,00% 7,50% 0,00% 9,76% 7,64% 
0 5 0 450 650 0 0 1.105 0 997 2.102 
0,00% 0,05% 0,00% 0,78% 1,07% 0,00% 0,00% 0,83% 0,00% 4,29% 1,3196 
TABLE 9.1.5 I r~rNE YEAR 1989t9o G/INE_Y / 0 j I BELG. I DEUT. I ELLASTFRAN. I iTALIA I LUXB. I UK II EUR 10 I PORT. I ESP. I EUR12 I 
TOTAL 2 14.491 4.53.2 61.058 60.327 232 21 140.663 7.890 32.444 180.997 
QUALITY.WINES PSR 0 14.000 434 23.420 8.744 207 0 46.805 2.370 11.325 60.500 I 
0,00% 96,61% 9,58% 38,36% 14,49% 89,22% 0,00% 33,27% 30,04% 34,91% 33,43% 
TABLE WINE 2 486 4.020 28.624 48.037 13 21 81.203 5.520 18.587 105.310 
100,00% 3,35% 88,70% 46,88% 79,63% 5,60% 100,00% 57,73% 69,96% 57,29% 1 
OTHER 0 0 77 8.464 2.946 12 0 11.499 0 1.364 12.863 
0,00% 0,00% 1,70% 13,86% 4,88% 5,17% 0,00% 8,17% 0,00% 4,20% 7,11% 
GRAPE JUICE 0 5 1 550 600 0 0 1.156 0 1.168 2.324 
0,00% 0,03% 0,02% 0,90% 0,99% 0,00% 0,00% 0,82% 0,00% 3,60% 1,28% 
I wiNE YEAR 1990/91 [ i  ~__!!~j_9_ __ =-~=--- ] I BELG. I OEUT. I ELLAD-~=~- I ITAUA--[TUXB. I UK ij EUR 10 I PORT. I ESP~- . I EUR12 I 
TOTAL 2 9.510 3.526 65.53.0 54.866 151 15 133.600 , 1.351 42.23.1 187.182 
QUALITY WINES PSR 0 9.313 328 23.615 9.652 106 0 43.014 2.850 10.891 56.755 
0,00% 97,93% 9,30% 36,04% 17,59% 70,20% 0,00% 32,20% 25,11% 25,79% 30,32% 
TABLE WINE 2 192 3.125 28.925 42.850 20 15 75.129 8.501 26.637 110.267 
100,00% 2,02% 88,63% 44,14% 78,10% 13,25% 100,00% 56,2396 74,89% 63,07% 1 
OTHER 
GRAPE JUICE 
0 0 72 11.400 1.764 25 0 13.261 0 1.130 14.391 
0,00% 0,00% 2,04% 17,40% 3,22% , 6,56% 0,00% 9,93% 0,00% 2,68% 7,6996 
0 5 1 1.590 600 0 0 2.196 0 3.573 5.769 
·/-
J.:, 
0,00% 0,05% 0,03% 2,43% 1,09% 0,00% 0,00% 1,6496 0,00% 8,46% 3,0896 
I WINE YEAR1991{92 NEY~A 19 1{ ] I BELG. I OEUT. I ELLAS I FRAN. I ITALIA I LUXB. I UK II EUR TO I PORT. I ESP. • EUR12 ~ 
TOTAL 1 10.704 4.022 42.689 59.788 86 15 117.305 10.021 33.324 160.650 
QU~ITY.WI_NES PSR 0 10.291 355 16.594 9.207 61 0 36.508 2.400 10.508 49.416 
0,00% 96,14% 8,83% 38,87% 15,40% 70,93% 0,00% 31,12% 23,95% 31,53% 30,76% 
TABLE WINE 1 408 3.602 21.156 4 7.863 10 15 73.055 7.521 18.922 99.498 
100,00% 3,81% 89,56% 49,56% 80,05% 11,63% 100,00% 62,28% 75,05% 56,78% 1 
OTHER 0 0 64 3.688 2.168 15 0 5.935 100 1.366 7.401 
0,00% 0,00% 1,59% 8,64% 3,63% 17,44% 0,00% 5,06% 1,00% 4,10% 4,61% 
GRAPE JUICE 0 5 1 1.251 550 0 0 1.807 0 2.528 4.335 
0,00% 0,05% 0,02% 2,93% 0,92% 0,00% 0,00% 1,54% . 0,00% 7,59% 2,7096 
Source: ·Wine report DG VI E-2 
Unit: 1000 hl 
16 
TABLE. 9.2.1 
AVERAGE PRODUCTION PER MEMBER STATE 
.as ~ of Community annual total 
Unit~: 1 000 hi 






2 10.412 4.477 63.824 67.135 151 12 146.012 8.811 34.777 189.600 I 
0,00% 5,49% 2,36% 33,66% 35,41% 0,08% 0,01% 77,01% 4,65% 18,34% 100,00% j 
0 9.763 350 20.245 8.595 118 0 39.072 2.435 9.333 50.840 ! 
0,00% !!:;'tr:;· s%~~ 0,18% ~1o:SS%1f 'F"4:53%"'1?. 0,06% 0,00% 20,61% 1,28% Y4')2%! 26,81% 
2 644 4.048 33.830 64.815 24 12 93.376 6.364 21.303 121.043 
0,00% 0,34% ~· .... -·rnr-·~·2,13%. / Wi7T84~ ns:sr%~ 0,01% 0,01% 49,25% wa;n-~ ~rr.24~ 63,84% 
0 0 79 8.755 3.071 8 0 11.912 11 2.430 14.353 
0,00~ 0,00% 0,04% 'i";!''4:62%~ 1,62% 0,00% 0,00% 6,28% 0,01% 1,28% 7,57% 
0 6 0 994 663 0 0 1.652 0 1. 711 3.364 
0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,52% 0,34% 0,00% 0,00% 0,87% 0,00% 0,90% 1,77% 











0,00% , •.. "'"'"' ,= - 11 
DEUT. ELLAS 
Sources: definitive balances 
FRANCE IT ALIA PORTUGAL ESPAfiiA EUR 12 
I Oro~~~--~ 
' 111 ~~~rn WINEs PSR 
~TABLE WINE 
II OTHER 




I!'!~~E YEAA 1980/81 I 
TOTAL 





~~liNE YEAA1981/82 j 
TOTAL 





I WiNE YEAA 1982/83 I 
TOTAL 




Wine production per Member state and year 
.. -~-!Jj.ze re~J(ltive to -~nnual_~~rrununity total 
I BELG. I DEUT. r ELLASn I FRAN. r-rtAUA]-----uJXB:---1 UK II EUR 10 I 
4 4.872 5.395 • (. 69.984 - 84.750 50 2 165.057 
-0,00% 2,95% 3,27% .42,.40.% 51,351){, 0;03% 0,00% 100,0096 
0 4.723 243.' 14.819 8.984 48 0 28.817 
0,00% 2,86% 0,15% 8,98% 5,44% 0,03% 0,00% 17,4696 
4 144 4.984 46.946 72.941 2 2 125.023 
0,00% 0,09% 3,02% 28,44% 44,19% 
I 
0,00% 0,00% 75,7596 
0 0 168 7.833 2.025 0 0 10.026 
0,00% 0,00% 0,10% 4,75% 1,23% 0,00% . 0,00% 6,0796 
0 5 0 386 800 0 0 1.191 
- _0,_()_0~ 
--
0,00% 0,00% 0,23% 0,48% 0,_90% __ _Q,_9_0% 0,7296 
1 aeLa. 1 oeuT. T-EiiAs:T i=RA"N.-:J ITALIA 1 Luxe. 1 uK 11 EuR 10 11 
4 7.485 5.470 57.702 70.500 97 2 141.260 
0,00% 5 30% 3,87% 4085% 49,91% 0,07% . 0,00% 100.0096 
0 7.339. 300 13-;940 - 7.130 76 0 28.785 
0,00% 5,20% 0,21% 9,87% 5,05% 0,05% 0,00% . 20,3896 
4 141 5.000 .37.993 60.881 21 2 .104.042 
0,00% 0,10% 3,54% 26,90% 43,10% 0,01% 0,00% 73,6596 
0 0. 170 5.378 1.689 0 0 7.237 
0,00% 0,00% 0,12% 3,8-1% 1,20% 0,00% 0,00% 5,1296 
0 5 o· . 391 800 0 0 1.196 
0,00% 0,00% 0,00% . 0,28% 0,57% 0,00% 0,00% 0,8596 
[ BELG. I DEUT. I ELLAS I FRAN. I ITALIA I LUXB. - I UK II EUR 10 ~ 
3 16.133 4.500 79.953• 72,648 256 7 173.500 
0,00% 9,30% 2,59% 46,08% 41-,87% 0,15% 0,00% 100,0096 
0 16.034"·· .• --.. ~10 22.355- 8~_642_ .. 170 0 - 4§.41 1 
0,00% 8,67% 0,12% 12,88% 4,98% 0,10% 0,00% 26,7596 
3 . .e• '1,09~ .. ·4.2;n 44._1)2.0 -·- -~1.476. 86 7 111.~23_ 
0,00% 0,63% 2,44%. 25,72% 35,43% 0,05% 0,00% 64,2896 
0 0 .53 .. --· ._ 12.-118 1.830 -·- Q .· 0 14.001 
0,00% 0,00% 0,03% 6,98% 1,05% 0,00% 0,00% 8,0796 
0 5 0 860 700 0 0 1.565 .I 
____ C),QQ_'! ~ _ _();Qo~ - - 0,00% 0,50% ()AO% 0,00% . 0,00% 0,9096 
Unit:: 1000 hi 
I 
-~ 
I - ESP. ~ EUR11 
39.219 n 212.11s 
6.48'2 H 52.893 
27.980 ft 139.503 
a.789 n 17.79o 
968 I 2.533 
TABLE . 'J · 9.2.3 
jwni£--YEAA1983/84 ) I BELG. I OEUT. I ELLAS ]-FRAN~- I ITALIA I LUXI;l. I UK II EUR 10 . I PORT. I ESP. I EUR12 
1TOTAL I 2 13.397 5.250 68.5.47 82.200 185 20 169.601 8.483 32.465 210;549 
0,00% 6,36% 2,49% 32,56% 39,04% 0,09% 0,01% 80,55% 4,03% 15,42% 100,0096 
QUALITY.WINES PSR 0 10.602 371 19.5oa 8.917 120 0 39.518 2.378 5.828 47.724 
0,00% 5,04% 0,18% 9,27% 4,24% 0,06% 0,00% 18,77% 1,13% 2,77% 22,6796 
TABLE WINE 2 2.790 4.659 37.932 70.132 65 20 115.600 6.105 21.513 143.218 
0,00% 1,33% 2,21% 18,02% 33,31% 0,03% 0,01% 54,90% 2,90% 10,22% 68,0296 
OTHER 0 0 220 10.454 2.451 0 0 13.125 0 3.897 17.022 
0,00% 0,00% 0,10% 4,97% 1,16% 0,00% 0,00% 6,2396 0,00% 1,85% 8,0896 
QMP.E. JUI~E 0 5 0 653 700 0 0 1.358 0 1.227 2.585 
I 0,00% 0,00% 0,00~ _ _Q,~~ ___ ()~~'*' - __ 0,00% 0,00% 0,6496 0,00~ 0,58% 1,23% 
jwiN8 YEAA1984/85 ~ I BELG. I . DEUT. I ELLAS I FRAN. I ITALIA I LUXB. I UK II EUR 10 ~ PORT. I ESP. J EUR12 
TOTAL 2 8.887 5.025 64.360 70.900 152 15 149.341 8.655 36.249 194.245 
0,00% 4,58% 2,59% 33,13% 36,50% 0,08% 0,01% 76,88% 4,46% 18,66% 100,00% 
QUALITY WINES PSR 0 7.731 360 15.715 6.885 101 0 30.792 2.426 7.296 40.514 
0,00% 3,98% 0,19% 8,09% 3,54%' 0,05% 0,00% 15,85% 1,25% 3,76% 20,86% 
TABLE WINE 2 1.151 4.588 39.572 59.389 51 15 104.768 6.229 23.026 134.023 




0 0 77 8.131 3.896 0 0 12.104 0 3.857 15.961 
0,00% 0,00% 0,04% 4,19% 2,01% 0,00% 0,00% 6,23% 0,00% 1,99% 8,22% 
0 5 0 942 730 0 0 1.677 0 2.070 3.747 
0,00% 0,00% 0,00% _(),48% 
..... 
0,38% 0,00% 0,00% 0,8696 0,00% 1,07% 1,93 9f, 
.,;;. 
--f-....:, 
/wiNE YEAR1985/86 -~ [-BELG~-r-oeUf. T ELLAS 1 -FRAN~--, ITALiA_T_L.Dxa.- r- UK -m ll EUR 10 I PORT. I ESP. I EUR12 I 
--
TOTAL 2 6.102 4.782 71.297 62.340 107 6 144.636 9.893 34.511 189.040 
0,00% 3,23% 2,53% 37,72% 32,98% 0,06% 0,00% 76,51% 5,23% 18,26% 100,00% 
QU~ITY .WINES PSR 0 6.081 363 19.860 8.082 86 0 34.472 2.773 7.420 44.665 
0,00% 3,22% 0,19% 10,51% 4,28% 0,05% 0,00% 18,24% 1,47% 3,93% 23,63% 
TABLE WINE 2 16 4.376 39.472 48.631 21 6 92.524 7.120 21.260 120.904 
0,00% 0,01% 2,31% 20,88% 2.5,73% 0,01% 0,00% 48,9496 3,77% 11,25% 63,96% 
OTHER 0 0 43 10.723 4.977 0 0 15.743 0 4.423 20.166 
0,00% 0,00% 0,02% 5,67% 2,63% 0,00% 0,00% 8,33% 0,00% 2,34% 10,67% 
GRAPE JUICE 0 5 0 1.242 650 0 0 1.897 0 1.408 3.305 
~---~-
0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,66% 0,34% 0,00% 0,00% 1,00.96 0,00% 0,74% 1,75% 
20 
TABLE '· 9.2.4 






I WINE YEAR 1987188 J 
TOTAL 




I WINE YEAR 1 988/8 __ 9 J 
TOTAL 







1 seLa. 1 oeur. 1 eLLAs 1 FRA~ r IT ALIA 1 Luxa; 1 uK ft EUR 10 1 PORT. 1 esP. 1 EUR12 
2 10.921 4.334 7l.974 . 76.962 160 8 166.361 8.017 37.042 211.420 
., 
0,00% 5,17% 2,05% 34.99% '·36,40% 0,08% 0,00% 78,6996 3,79% 17,52% 100,0096 
0 10.440 301 22.263 .. · 8.405 '136 0 41.545 2.283 9.593 53.421 
0,00% 4,94% 0,14% 10,53% 3,98% 0,06% 0,00% 19,6596 1,08% 4,54% 25,2796 
2 476 3.993 39.992 64.628 22. 8 109.121 5.734 24.570 139.425 
0,00% 0,23% 1,89% 18,92% 30,57% 0,01% 0,00% 51,6196 2,71% 11,62% 65,9596 
0 0 40 10.509 3.229 2 0 13.780 0 1.709 15.489 
0,00% 0,00% 0,02% 4,97% 1,53% 0,00% 0,00% 6,5296 0,00% 0,81% 7,3396 
0 5 0 1.210 700 0 0 1.915 0 1.1}0 3.085 
~_0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,57% 0,33% 0,00% 0,00% 0,9196 0,00% 0,55% 1,4696 
1 aeLa. 1 oeuT. 1 eLLAs 1 FRAN. r ·tTALIA r wn=r-:--U~<=n EUR 10 1 PORT. 1 esP. 1 EUR12 
2 9.713 4.475 69.340 75.822 142 5 159.499 11.047 41.481 212.027 
0,00% 4,58% 2,11% 32,70% 35,76% 0,07% 0,00% 75,2396 5,21% 19,56% 100,0096 
0 9.487 277 20.780 8.607 121 0 39.272 3.200 11.753 54.225 
0,00% 4,47% 0,13% 9,80%· 4,06% 0,06% 0,00% 18,5296. 1,51% 5,54% 25,5796 
2 221 4.128 39.037 63.273 .14 5 106.680 7.847 26.613 141.140 
0,00% 0,10% 1,95% 18,41% 29,84% 0,01% 0,00% 50,3196 3,70% 12,55% 66,5796 
0 0 69 8.468 3.242 7 0 11.786 0 1.856 13.642 
0,00% 0,00% 0,03% 3,99% 1,53% 0,00% 0,00% 5,5696 0,00% 0,88% 6,4396 
0 5 1 1.055 700 0 0 1.761 o· 1.259 3.020 
0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,50% 0,33% 0,00% 0,00% 0,8396 0,00% 0,59% 1,42 96 
. 
I BELG. I DEUT. I ELLAS I FRAN_ •. J ITALIA I LUXB. I UK H EUR 10 r'PORr:-r ESP. I EUR12 I 
2 9.981 4.345 57.620 61;010 142 6 133.106 3.938 23.249 160.293 
0,00% 6,23% 2,71% 35,95% 38,06% 0,09% 0,00% 83,0496 2,46% 14,50% 100,0096 
0 9.922 361 : 20.454 8.859 128 0 39.724 1.238 9.381 50.343 
0,00% 6, 19,% 0,23% 12,76.% 5,53% 0,08% 0,00% 24,7896 0,77% 5,85%. 31,4196 
2 54 3.937 29;762 '. 48.636 3. 6 82.300 2.700 10.602' 95.602 
0,00% . q,03% .. 2,46% 18,57%; 30;~8% . 0,00% 0,00%. 51,3496 1,68-% 6,61% 59,6496 
0 . o- .. 47 6.954· 2.965_ 11 ; . 0 9.971 0 ' 2.269 ... 12.246 .. i 
0,00% 0,00% 0,03%_, 4,34% 1;85%. 0,01% 0,00% 6,2296 0,00% 1,42% 1,6496 . . 
0 I··· ·s 0 ... .450·"· - .·650 ·. ·'()- 0 1.105 0 997 2.102 
0,0.6.% 0,00%:. '0,00%. -o:2a% . • 0,4f%. 0,00~ 0,00% . 0,6996 0,00% 0,62% 1,3196 
-
.. • .. .. 






























4.532 61.058 60.327 
2,50% 33,73% 33,33% 
434 23.420 8.744 
0,24% 12,94% 4,83% 
4.020 28.624 48:037 
2,22% 15,81% 26,54% 
77 8.464 2.946 
0,04% 4,68% 1,63% 
1 550 600 
0,00% 0,30% 0,33% 
232 21 140.663 7.890 32.444 180.997 
0,13%· 0,01% 77,72% 4,36% 17,93% 100,00% 
207 0 46.805 2.370 11.325 60.500 
0,11% 0,00% 25,86% 1,31% 6,26% 33,43% 
13 21 81.203 5.520 18.587 105.310 
0,01% 0,01% 44,86% 3,05% 10,27% 58,18% 
12 0 11.499 0 1.364 12.863 
0,01% 0,00% 6,35% 0,00% 0,75% 7,11% 
0 0 1.156 0 1.168 2.324 
0,00% 0,00% 0,64% 0,00% 0,65% 1,28% 
r 1-/INE YEAR 19 9 0/91 -1 I BELG. I DEUT. I ELLAS I FRAN. I ITALIA I LUXB. I UK II EUR 10 ij PORT. I ESP. I EUR12 IJ 
TOTAL 2 9.510 3.526 65.530 54.866 151 15 133.600 11.351 42.231 187.182 
0,00% 5,08% 1,88% 35,01% 29,31% 0,08% 0,01% 71,37% 6,06% 22,66% 100,00% 
QUALITY WINES PSR 0 9.313 328 23.615 9.652 106 0 43.014 2.850 10.891 56.755 
0,00% 4,98% 0,18% 12,62% 5,16% 0,06% 0,00% 22,98% 1,52% 5,82% 30,32% 
TABLE WINE 2 192 3.125 28.925 42.850 20 15 75.129 8.501 26.637 110.267 
0,00% 0,10% 1,67% 15,45% 22,89% 0,01% 0,01% 40,14% 4,54% 14,23% 58,91% . 
OTHER 0 0 72 11 .400 1.764 25 0 13.261 0 1.130 14.39.1.·. 
0,00% 0,00% 0,04% 6,09% 0,94% 0,01% 0,00% 7,08% 0,00% 0,60% 7,69~·:'· 
GRAPE JUICE 0 5 1 1.590 600 0 0 2.195 0 3.573 [t 759 
- _____ j ~g,QOJ> ---- __ Q. 00~ 0,00% ___ __()_._8_ 5_o{o 0,32% 0,00% 0,00% 1,17% 0,00% 1,91% 3,08% ~---~- ----------- ---~ 




QU!'LITY.WI_N~S PSR 0 
0,00% 




GRAPE JUICE 0 
0,00% 
- ·--. 
Source: Wine report DG VI E-2 











4.022 42.689 59.788 
2,50% 26,57% 37,22% 
355 16.594 9.207 
0,22% 10,33% 5,73% 
3.602 21.156 47.863 
2,24% 13,17% 29;79% 
64 3.688 2~ 168 
0,04% 2,30% 1,35% 
1 1.251 550 
0,00% 0,78% 0,34% 
86 15 117.305 10.021 33.324 160.650 
0,05% 0,01% 73,02% 6,24% 20,74% 100,00% 
61 0 35.508 2.400 10.508 49.416 
0,04% 0,00% 22,73% 1,49% 6,54% 30,76% 
10 15 73.055 7.521 18.922 99.498 
0,01% 0,01% 45,47% 4,68% 11,78% 61,93% 
1 5 0 5.935 100 1.366 7.401 
0,01% 0,00% 3,69% 0,06% 0,85% 4,61% 
0 0 1.807 0 2.528 4.335 




TREND OF PRODUcriON IN MEMBER STATES ACCORDING TO VARIOUS SOURCES 
TABLE 10.1 
!DGn VI E2 REPORT (a) -~ 
[SNPA-- -u ---- -(-bl~=:l 
Absolutedifference (a)·(b) 
Relative difference (a·b)/(a) 
















~_f'!I.f\!3J~I,I\_ . -- - ~- - --
Sources: 
COMPARISON OF PRODUCTION ACCORDING TO VARIOUS SOURCES 
ESPA~A 
I t987tS8 I 1988/89-:lu-,989190 I 1990191 I 1991192 I 1992t9D 
1 38.366.ooo 1 22.262.ooo 1 31.27 6.oaoras:sss.ooor-3o. 79 6.ooOJ 
1 39.976.3311 22.66s.3ool 3o.a18.2_o_or-4:r.-4sa.-2ooJ 32:soi.20oJ 37.229.400] 
-1.610.331 -413.300 957.800 I -3.800.200 I ·1.706.200 
-4,20% ·1,86% 3,06% l;'\tl~~9.83%f.!~il':,~ 1:;;;~~?:5;64_%!~~.~~ 
19.887.896 8.144.900 14.053.800 21.412.000 15.523.100 19.853.200 
2.999.900 2.944.500 2.698.600 3.191.700 3.289.400 3.110.200 
3.548.120 2.306.000 1.936.000 3.297.800 2.077.500 3.263.000 
3.298.940 3.121.700 2.446.700 3.015.200 1.980. 700 2.122.100 
2.889.669 1.338.200 2.518.900 2.886.900 2.358.900 1.778.200 
1.460.010 1.175.300 1.442.900 2.195.100 1.644.200 1.435.200 
924.900 900.000 1.387.000 1.132.000 1.073.000 1.073.000 
1..325.1 02 432.600 904.100 1.429.400 1.071.000 879.000 
982.633 700.000 880.000 1.080.000 905.000 950.000 I 
1.059.455 374.300 224.400 1.175.100 1.083.500 I 1.051.800 1 
435.677 437.000 670.800 572.500 614.200 728.100 
412.552 312.400 483.200 426.400 315.900 332.900 
458.945 223.600 415.600 400.000 325.000 360.000 
171.668 169.000 181.700 166.600 201.000 240.000 
113.631 84.000 70.000 75.000 35.000 49.700 
6.360 1.200 3.600 1.800 4.200 2.400 
873 600 900 700 600 600 
--------
----~------- ~-----
Unit : hi 
(a) : DG VI E2 final statements 
(b) : Data from the Servicio Nacional de Productos Agrarios published 
in "La Semana Viticola", No 2.450.51; 24-31 July 1993 (cuadro 
22.a.b) 
Note: No data on Spanish production available in the annual surveys 
- Eurostat 












































COMPARISON OF PRODUCTION ACCORDING TO VARIOUS SOURCES 
FRANCE 
Annual mean 
I DG VI E2 REPORT (al I I 69.647.000 I 64.360.000 I 71.297.000 I 73.974.000 I 69,340.000-l 67.620.000 I 61.059.000 I 66.630.000 I 42.689.000 I I I 69.247.400 ] 





LANGUEDOC • AOUSSILLON 26.233.000 29.880.000 29.205.000 29.934.000 28.850.000 23.204.000 21.220.000 
POITOU • CHARENTES 11.615.000 9.773.000 11.721.000 10.921.000 10.636.000 7.163.000 9.346.000 
AOUITAINE 6.903.000 4.950.000 7,509.000 8.767.000 6.774.000 6.379.000 7.916.000 
PACA 6.845.000 6.958.000 6.464.000 7.289.000 6.703.000 6.347.000 6.124.000 
RHONES • ALPES 3.363.000 3.184.000 3.464.000 3.926.000 3.512.000 3.346.000 3.490.000 
MIDI • PYAENNEES 3.862.000 3.461.000 3.677.000 4.266.000 3.103.000 3.214.000 3.205.000 
PAYS DE LOIRE 2.736.000 2.169.000 3.128.000 2.726.000 2.927.000 2.646.000 2.663.000 




CORSE ~R REGiONS 
Unit :hi 
Sources: 
1.241.000 1.090.000 1.251.000 1.487.000 1.363.000 1.440.000 1.462.000 
1.729.000 1.309.000 1.4 71.000 1.399.000 1.539.000 1.364.000 1.305.000 
1.031.000 848.000 950.000 1.248.000 1.110.000 1.092.000 1.389.000 
1.230.000 960.000 1.032.000 895.000 593.000 645.000 432.000 
463.000 314.000 290.000 436.000 345.00Q__ 
- 3<J9.000 .... 368.0()0 -
(a) : DG VI E2 final statements 
. . 
(b) : Data from the Direction G~n!rale des Douanes et Droits 





22.061.000 20.401.000 20.497.000 25.048.600 
13.159.000 4.038.000 13.694.000 10.064.600 
8.412.000 3.375.000 8.706.000 6.969.100 
5.567.000 3.895.000 6.578.000 6.876.000 
3.583.000 2.960.000 3.226.000 3.396.300 
3.254.000 1.387.000 2.964.000 3.237,300 
2.406.000 1.093.000 2.904.000 2.628.700 
2.200.000 2.110.000 2.261.000 1.824.100 
1.609.000 1.237.000 1.651.000 1.372.100 
1 ;438.000 453.000 1.622.000 1.362.900 
1.117.000 1.135.000 1.546.000 1.148.600 
435.000 391.000 436.000 693.900 





















T/·BLE ~ 0.3 
[DG VI E2 REPORT {a) I 

























COMPARISON OF PRODUCTION ACCORDING TO VARIOUS SOURCES 
IT ALIA 
1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92 1992/93 
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
1 75.822.ooo 1 61.o,o:-ocioTs-o.327~ooo 1 s4.!f6s:oooJ 59.i!fa.oooJ 
1 75.83o.ooo 1 61~o1o.oool 60.326.ooo 1 54.92715ooT61~-,00:ooOI6s.686.1 oo J 
-8.000 0 1.000 ·61.000 -1.312.000 
·0,01% 0,00% 0,00% ·0.11% ·2, 19% 
7.715.400 10.136.600 11.676.800 
6.823.800 9.282.500 11.339.200 
7.836.600 8.464.300 8.400.000 
8.152.800 5.903.500 9.158.300 
3.311.200 4.907.000 4.164.900 
3.478.700 3.495.700 4.011.200 
3.312.300 3.497.900 3.307.600 
3.186.200 3.227.100 3.167.400 
2.106.000 2.210.800 2.371.900 
1.598.900 2.095.700 2.273.200 
1.637.500 1.609.100 1.828.300 
1.162.300 1.217.700 1.340.200 
1.079.300 1.183.200 1.389.600 
736.800 1.101.900 1.163.700 
89_3~500 916.900 1.007.200 
1.075.800 704.000 928.300 
340.400 437.300 406.300 
189.400 419.600 466.300 
259.900 260.000 254.900 . 
30.200 29.200 30.800 
(a): DG VI __ E2_ fj_na~-~ta._te~~s 
(b): ISTAT ·data (Institute Nazionale di Statistical published in "IL 
CORRIERE VINICOLO" of 29.9.1992; 31.8.1992 and 13.9.1993 
Annual mean I Relati~~ 
production 
C62~3s2~soo -- 1 












































{DGVI E2 REPORT (a) :J 
IIVV (b) I 
~!.~l~;_e.:_dl_~f~_;enee (a)·(b) 
Rel~,_lve d_I_!Ureneo (a·b)l(a) 
RiBATEJO E OESTE 
TRAS-OS·MONTES 








COMPARISON OF PRODUCTION ACCORDING TO VARIOUS SOURCES 
PORTUGAL 
1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92 1992/93 
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
1 11.047 .ooo 1 3.938.0§{[T 7JJ9o.oooT11:3s1~ooorro.o21.ooo 1 
110.741.7621 3.602.911 T-7-:-43![96YT1o.96S:6o8J-9.6s3.311--T- . l 
305.238 335.089 453.033 382.392 367.689 








(a) : DG VI E2 f in_ar~:sta~ements 
{b) : IW data {Institute da vinha e do vinho) published in "VINHOS E 
AGUARDENTES DE PORTUGAL"; anuario 1992 
Note: No data on Portuguese production available in the annual 
surveys - Eurostat 
Annual mean 























TREND · OF PRODUCTION IN MEMBE:It STATES 
CALCULATION OF YIELDS 
(BASED ON DATA IN ANNUAL SURVEYS AND FINAL STATEMEJ:fl'S) 
TABLE 11.1 
[ - _CALC!JLATIQN OF YIELDS - - I 
BELG. DEUT. I ELLAS I FRANCE I ITALIA LUXB. UK I EUR 10 I PORT. I ESPARA I EUR12 
l Production 11000 hll 
\-liNE YEAR1960/81 4 4.867 6.227 61.765 81.925 60 2 153.840 . . 
WIN£ Y_EA~1981/82 4 7.480 6.300 51.933 68.011 97 2 132.827 . . 
WIN~ Y_E/1!~1982/83 3 16.128 4.447 66.975 70.118 256 7 157.934 . 34.462 
liN£_ YEAR1983/84 2 13.392 6.030 57.440 79.049 185 20 165.118 8.483 27.341 
WIN£ YE&t<1984/86 2 8.882 4.948 65.287 66.274 152 15 135.560 8.655 30.322 
WIN£ Yj':AR1985/86 2 6.097 4.739 69.332 56.713 107 6 126.996 9.893 28.680 
WINE YEAR1986/87 2 10.916 4.294 62.255 73.033 158 8 150.666 8.017 34.163 
.~-IN£_ YEAR_1987/88 2 9.708 4.405 69.817 71.880 135 6 145.952 11.047 38.386 
WIN£_ Y_E_~1988/89 2 9.976 4.298 60.216 67.395 131 6 122.024 3.938 19.983 
WINE__ Y_E_AR1989/90 2 14.486 4.454 62.044 56.781 220 21 128.008 7.890 29.912 
14.P:I_E_ Y~~1990/91 2 9.505 3.453 62.640 52.502 126 15 118.143 11.351 37.628 
WlNE YEt-BJ99_1/9L_ 
- --- -- - - ---
_1- 10.699 3.957 37.750 57.070 71 15 109.663 9.921 29.430 
BELG. DEUT. ELLAS I FRANCE I ITALIA I LUXB. I UK I EUR 10 I PORT. I ESPARA I 
I Area (hal (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
HINE YEAR 1980/81 89.007 978.003 1.144 
WINE Y_E~ 1981/82 89.022 960.366 1.1.38 
WIN~ Y_El\..D. 1982/83 90.370 89.319 954.397 1.155 
liNE. YEAR 1983/84 92.204 89.764 947.630 962.801 1.160 2.093.559 
WINE_ Y_E~t< 1984/85 93.206 85.428 940.029 942.689 1.163 2.062.515 
H!_NE; _Y_~ 1985/86 93.060 87.146 927.718 929.648 1.1.63 2.038.735 
1:/INE YEA!< 1986/87 93.276 82.147 923.637 918.530 1.196 2.018.786 
w·n-I_E __ Y!':.~. 1987/88 93.475 81.721 911.755 909.530 1.199 1.997.680 
WINE_Y_~AR 1988/89 893.089 898.080 1.288 252.064 1.043.568 
WINE; YE_AR 1989/90 70.823 889.050 884.607 
-
WINE_ YE~ 1990/91 69.625 888.841 1.345 1.000 
WIN£ YEAR 1991/92 65.316- 883.438 1.350 
I BELQ. DEUT. I ELLAS I FRANCE J ITALIA J LUXB. I UK I EUR 10 J PORT. I ESPARA 
I Yields (hl/hal 
l-IIN£ YEAR 1980/81 . . 54,68 . 63,15 . 43,71 2 . 
WINS ~:EAR 1981/82 . 84,02 . 54,08 . 85,24 2 . . . 
1-:INE Y_'f.t~o. 1982/83 . 178,47 49,79 70,18 . 221,65 7 . . 33,02 
,;:;:NS YE&'< 1983/84 . 145,24 56,04 60,61 82,10 159,48 20 74,09 33,65 26,20 
l·..::s£ YEA.~< 1984/85 . 95,29 57,92 58,81 70,30 130,70 15 65,72 34,34 29,06 
I•::NE Y_EA.q 1985/86 . 65,52 54,38 63,95 61,00 92,00 6 62,29 39,25 27,48 
,;.;:SE YE.'..'< 1986187 117,03 52,27 67,40 79,51 132,11 8 74,63 31,81 32.74 
~ .. : ss __ ~·E.>...'< 1987/88 . 103,86 53,90 65,61 79,03 112,59 5 73,06 43,83 36,76 
'"•: s E ~-E.>...'< 1988/89 . 56,23 63,91 101,71 6 . 15,62 19,15 
-': S E ~-E.>...". 1989/90 . 62,89 58,54 64,19 . 21 . 31,30 28,66 
<SE ~ E>...". 1990/91 . 49,59 59,11 . 93,68 15 . 45,03 35,96 
.. : : ~;_:: ~· £~~ 1JllJJ~~- -----------
-
. . . 52,59 15 . 39,36 28,20 
area :~ prod~ction according to annual surveys - Eurostat 









































. USE LEVELS BY MEMBER STATE AND WINE YEAR 
[ -- -- USES BY MEMBER STATE AND WINE YEAR -- I 
TABLE 12.1 
I Wine year 1980181 l I 8ELQ, I OEUT. I ELLA$ I FRANrifJifALiA I LUX8, I UK I EUR 10 I 
[wine production 1 1 4 1 4.812 1 5.396 1 69.984 1 u.76o 1 5o 1 2 1 t65.o5'1 1 
IMPORTS 
t of production 
INTRA 
~XTRA 
Use + expor~ 
\ of production + imports. 
·use (excluding _interventic~>n) 
·-\ of production + imports 
Direct human consumption 
\ of use 
linduatriel use+ losses 
\ of use 
of which: wine spirits 
'\ of use 
other {vermouth + vinegar) 
\ of ~se 
losses 
~ -~-~--IJSe ____ 
1 EXPORTS 
\ of production 
INTRA 
~XTRA 
Balance (proddctioll-llSeJ {• J 
\ of production 
Intervention (distillatlon ... otlltO>r) 
\ of productionn 
eala~ce (prod~ction+impots)-{Use+distillatlonl 
Stock variation (~) 
~· :~~=~t and export included 































































































































































, wir.e year 19-ilfTer ____ :J [sel.O:-ToeuT.-T-ei:i.As I FRANCE I ITALIA I tuxe. I UK 1 EUR to 1 
r Wine production I c--4-J-7-:485-[5.470-L 57._702 I 70.500 I 97 I 2 I 141.260 I 
IMPORTS 




' of production + imports 
u ... __ (excluding intervention) 
· \ of production + imports. 
DireCt human consumption . 
\ oi_u_s_e 
1 Indust-~iel use + losses 
'of u···~----~~--------------------~ of vhich~ I wine spirits I· 
I EXPORTS 
., of use 
other {Vermouth -+ Ylnegar) 
-, of use 
losses 
\ of use 




\ of productiOn , 
Intervent·i.;~"(dist.ITii"tiOri + oth~r I 
-,-;;Tprod;;-~t ion n 
Balance (product ion:t:tmpots)- t use+d is t i lla tio_n i 
Stock variation (\) 
(*) import and export included 
Source: DG VI E2 wine report 































































































































































I Wine year 1982/83 I I BELO. I DEUT. I ELLAS I FRANCE I IT ALIA I LUX8. I UK I EUR 10 I 
3 
[wine production I r==:f=:::l 16.-133UT 4:5oo r 79:953 Cii.648UT:256 I 7 I 173.500 I 
IMPORTS 





·use (excluding intervention) 
., of production + imports 
Direct human consumption . 
\ of uie 
'Industrial uae + losses 
., of use·~----~~--~----------------~1 ot which: I win• spirit.: 
IEXroRTS 
'\of-use 
other (vermouth + viOegar) 
-, ~! use 
losses 
t. of use 




\ of production 
InterventiC;r;- c-di'iltTfiAtro·n 1- otl1-=-r 1 
,. oi"p,:odu~tion n 
a a lance-- ( p~odU~ti-on:..i~Pot~-;-:..:·( usa+disti 118 tiOrl 1 
stock variation ('l 
(*) import and export included 
Source: DG VI E2 wine report 











































6.472 162 146 2.123 
7% 0% 57% . 
4.928 83 143 1.570 
544 69 3 553 
-~------- ~--~ -----
54.719 46.677 238 4.462 128.114 
64% 64% 59% 210% 74% 
46.602 44.666 237 4.482 117.636 
85% 96% 100% ·100% 92% 
8.117 2.01 I 1 0 10.579 
15% 4% 0% 0% 8% 
6.952 0 0 0 6,962 
13% 0% 0% 0% 5% 
581 1.741 0 0 2.6M 
1% 4% 0% 0% 2% 
584 270 1 0 943 
1% 1% 0% 0% 1% 
9.715 15.670 89 159 
12% 22% 35% 
6.887 10.802 89 84 
2.828 4.868 0 75 
(-ESP~-~ EUR 77] 


















2% 1% I i 
5.395 ~ 14% 6% 
1.663 c 
3.732 12.612 l 
I 1 ~0~ I 3~71~3 I 
I 26~3 I 15,,-~59 I 
4 
TABLE 12.4 
[Wine year 1983/84 I I BELO. I OEUT, I ELLAS I FRANCE I ITALIA I lUXB. I UK I EUR 10 I PORT. I ESP. I EUR 12 J 
r Wine production I I 2 I 13.397 I 5.250 I 68.547 I 82.200 I 185 I 50 I 169,631 I 8.48.3 I 32.465 I 210.579 I 
IMPORTS 
\ of production 
INTRA 
~JCTRA 
use + export 
\- of;..:.:=p~r..:od-7u-c-t-:i:-o-n-+·- imp~rt; 
·uaa (excludin9 intervention) 
., ;t·pr,;d~ction +imports. 
Direct human Consumption · 
\ of-Use 
txnduatriel use + losses 
., OfilS;-· 
o't whicii: lr~-.:-. n-e-.-p~l.-r-:_i't"'s"'·---------1 
I ExPoRTS 
'\ of use 
oth-;r- { ~ern10uth + viriecja:r i 
\ 0£·-~-Se 
loa~~-~ 
\ of use 




\ of product ion , 
Intervention (diatilYation + othlt!'r) 
\ of productionn 
Balance (production+impotsl-cuse+distillation) 
stock variation l'l 
(*) import and export included 
Source: DG VI E2 wine report 
Unit: 1000 hl 
2.273 9.298 7 6.068 
. 69% 0% 9% 
1.814 7.367 6 5.478 
459 1.931 1 690 
2.106 15.777 3.375 51.719 
93% 70% 64% 69% 
1.814 15.777 3.306 45.159 
86% 100% 96% 67% 
292 0 69 6.560 
14% 0% 2% 13% 
0 0 0 5.375 
0% 0% 0% 10% 
279 0 0 613 
13% 0% 0% 1% 
13 0 6g 672 
1% 0% 2% 
__ 1~-
167 3.036 347 10.986 
23% 7% 16% 
164 1.887 271 7.472 
'··~ 3 1. 149 76 3.516 -~-- --------------- -·-----
-, inii9niflcant 
146 161 6.417 
0% 87% 
88 154 4.006 
57 7 1.411 
46.421 232 5.307 
56% 67% 97% 
44.195 231 5.307 
95% 100% 100% 
2.226 1 0 
5% 0% 0% 
0 0 0 
0% 0% 0% 
1.956 0 0 
4% 0% 0% 
270 1 0 
1% 0% 0% 
-
14.264 87 127 
17% 47% . 
9.859 87 46 









































































(wine year 1984/86 I I BELO. I OEUT, I ELLAS I FRANCE I ITALIA :T-I..TIXB.--T UK I EUR 10 I PORT. I ESP. I EUR 12 -] 
5 
U wine production 1 I 2 I 8.887 I 5.oi5- I 64.36o I 7o.9oo I 152 I 15 1 149.341 1 8.655-- T 36.2i9 094.245-1 
l:MPORTS 
t of production 
INTRA 
IOCTRA 
uae + export 
\ of production + imports 
'Uoe (excludinq intervention) 
., -~production+ imports-
Direct human consumption : 
·, of-u•• 
IInduatriel use + losses 
'-oTiiH I 
at -,,-Iii eli: I win• sprr 1 ts 
I EXPORTS 
'\ of use 
other (vermouth + viilega·rJ 
; of··u·~. 
lo;;e~ -
\ of use 




\ of production , 
InterventiOi1(di.-tTl-ritfOO-C+ otll.tr t 
-,--;;f productio-n n 
Balance -~ prod-;,~tio;.;:impot-a ·I:(Uaa+distillation, 
Stock variation (\) 
(*) import and export included 
Source: DG VI E2 wine report 



















9.812 6 7.636 609 136 
110% 0% 12% 1% 89% 
7.872 6 6.924 419 129 
1.940 0 
-- - - 611___ ~~ __ _]__ --
15.706 3.254 50.418 41.337 209 
84% 65% 70% 56% 73% 
15.608 3.094 43.906 39,042 209 
99% 95% 87% 94% 100% 
98 160 6.512 2.295 0 
1% 6% 13% 6% 0% 
0 0 6.688 0 0 
0% 0% 11% 0% 0% 
98 90 624 2.030 0 
1% 3% 1% 5% 0% 
0 70 300 265 0 
0% 2%_ 
·---· 1% --- _!~--- '-- p% 
·3.140 1.094 11.523 19.062 85 
35% 22% 18% 27% 56% 
1.993 661 7.817 14.040 85 
1.147 433 
----
_3.706 6.042 0 
----- ---- --
-• inoignitlcaiit __ _ 
6.287 0 27 
. 0% 0% 2% 
4.076 0 .7 
1.211 0 20 4.266 
~------------
I 8.820 I 25.757 I 34.377 I 100% 71% 18% 
5.241 118.136 7.193 19.399 144.728 
99% 79% 83% 53% 67% 
6.241 108.793 7.103 18.368 134.264 
100% 92% 99% 95% 93% 
0 9.343 90 1.031 10.464 
0% 8% 1% 5% 7% 
0 6,688 0 0 6.688 
0% 6% 0% 0% 4% 
0 3.008 90 620 3.718 
0% 3% 1% 3% 3% 
0 647 0 411 1.068 
0% 1% 0% 2% 1% 
-· ---
144 1.427 6.356 
16% 18% 8% 
44 824 1.971 






[wl.ne year 1986/86 I I BELO. I OEVT. I ELL.~S I FRANCE I ITALIA I LVXIl. I UK I fUR 10 I PORT. I ESP. I EUR 12 I 
6 
r Wine production I I 2 I 6.102 I 4.782 I 71.297 I 62.340 I 107 I 6 I 144.636 I 9.893 I 34.511 I 189.040 I 
IMPORTS 
t of production 
INTRA 
PJCTRA 
Use + export 
~of production + imports 
'oau~x.?_~~di~-~ ~-nterve~tion) 
., of production+ imports-
Direct human consumption ; 
' of ·-use 
I Indu~t";-}el use + losses 
., ~G·;;·-. 
of Yhlch: riY~in-.--.-p~.l~r~i~t-.~----------------41 
., of use 
!JixPOR.'Ts 
other (vermouth + Viriega"r) 
\ of use 
lo~-~~~-­
\ of use 
\ of production 
INTRA 
F.XTRA 
Ba la nee t product ion-use 1 ( • 1 
\ of production 
InterventiO-~ -(-di.stffi:i·t ro·n + otl1~ r I 
·,--~t;r;:;;iuc-tion n 
Balance (production~impo~s)-~use+distillation) 
Stock variation (\) 
C*> import and export included 
Source: DG VI E2 wine report 
































































139 6.406 1 66 
130% . 0% 0% 2% 
129 4.054 1 4() 
10 1.352 0 15 ~3~ 
[ 8.e·oo· .. ,. 26.157 [36:-o1f J 90% 76% 17% 
- ------------ --
213 6.114 111.744 7.437 19.678 139.059 
67% 94% 77% 76% 56% 67% 
213 5.114 102.070 7.337 18.815 128.222 
100% 100% 91% 99% 95% 92% 
0 0 9.674 100 1.063 10.837 
0% 0% 9% 1% 5% B% 
0 0 6.020 0 0 6.020 
0% 0% 5% 0% 0% 4% 
0 0 3.011 100 661 3.772 
0% 0% 3% 1% 3% 3% 
0 0 643 0 402 1.046 




0%. 2% 1% 
73 141 1.423 6.279 









[wine year 1986187 I I BELG. I DEUT. I ELLAr:T}RANCE I IT AliA I LUXB. I UK I EUR 10 I PORT. I ESP. I EUR 12 I 
7 
U Wine production I I 2 I 10.921~:334T~ 76.962 j 160 I 8 f 166.361 J 8.017 I 37.042 f 211.420 J 
IMPORTS 
t of production 
INTRA 
"'JCTRA 
Use + export 
,---Ot production + imports 
'Use (excluding intervention} 
· \ ·;;tp~~dU~tion + importS-
Direct human consumption 
' of use-
I Irld~·~triel use + losses 
.,-~~~~-r-~----~~~----------------~ or -.,ilicil: I wine spir_;.t• I 
I EXPORTS-
'\ of use 
other (vermouth • Viriecjclrj 
\ of use 
1~-~-t?~-
, of use 
I I t of =production II· 
Balance (productiol'l-uae) c • J I 
\ ot production , 
I + otlu>rl II 
• u• I'• uuu~ -.uuu 
sal&nc;~-(~roduction+.impots ,..::·{Use-tdistillBtiotl f I 
Stock variation 1'1 I 
- --- -
(*) import and export included 
Source: DG VI E2 wine report 


























































































































































0% 0% 2% 
0 4() 
0 10 3.691 
128.479 19.960 264.846 
1603% 54% 115% 
128.479 18.900 263.864 
100% 95% 96% 
0 1.060 10.982 
0% 5% 4% 
0 0 S.300 
0% 0% 2% 
0 610 3.3SS 
0% 3% 1% 
0 450 1.316 
0% 2% 0% 
0 6.500 
0% 18% 6% 
0 2.360 






[wine year 1987/88 I I BELO. I DEUT. CEfi..AS I fRANCE [ ITALIA I LUXB.:l ___ UK I EUR 10 I PORT. I ESP. I EUR 12] 
e 
IT wl.ne production I I 2 I s.n3 I 4.475 I 69.34o I 1s.822 I 142 I 5 I 159.499 I 11.0-11 I 41.481 I 212.021 .I 
IMPORTS 
· tof production 
INTRA 
RXTRA 
Uae + export 
' of -prod~~t·i·~~ + imports 
Uae· (axclUdinC) intervention-) 
·\of production + imports 
Direct human consumption 
\ of use 
'Induatri81 use + losses 
\ of Use 
of which: wine spirits 
., of use 
other (vermouth • vinegar) 
~, of use 
losses 
\ 'of use 
EXPORTS 
\ of production 
INTRA 
F.XTRA 
Balance (product ion-use 1 ( •) 
\ of production 
Intetvantion (distillat.ion + oth•HI 
\ of productionn 
Balance (production+ impota)- t use·+disti llation) 
stock va-riation (\) 
(*) import and export included 
Source: DG VI E2 wine report 
























































































































































0% 0% 0% 
0 13 
0 0 0 
[~;~ . 1_1!21:_1 188~28 I 
4.722 11.539 89.982 I 
43% 28% 41% i 
4.572 10.500 ss.046 I 
97% 91% 98% 
150 1.039 3.938 
3% 9% 4% 
0 0 0 
I 0% 0% 0% 
0 773 3.034 
0% 7% 3% 
150 266 902 
3% 2% 1% 
662 1.605 
6% 4% 2% 
300 50() 





I Wine year 1988/89 =:-J [liE[(). I DEUT, I Ei.TA£TFRANCE I ITALIA I LUX8. I UK I EUR 10 I PORT. I ESP. I EUR 12 I 
[t Wine production I [ .. -2- . r9:98T_J_4:.Us-r 57:6io-l 61-:0to T-14.2- I 6 I 133.106 I 3.938 I 23.249 I 160.293 I 
IMPORTS 




\ of ·p;odu.Ct·i~n + imports 
Use (excludin9 intervention) 
., of production+ imports 
Direct human consumption 
\ of use 
IInduatri~i use + losses 
' ,;t-· u.~ 
of "hich: wine spirits 
'\ of use 
other (vermouth + vinegar) 
\ of use 
losses 
\ of use 
1EXPORTS 




\ ot production 
tntervention (distillation + oth~rJ 
\ of productionn 
Balance (production+impota)-(Use+diatillation) 
Stock variation (\) 
(*) import and export included 
Source: DG VI E2 wine report 





















9.166 23 6,966 663 
92% 1% 10% 1% 
8.229 23 5.376 546 
927 0 590 7 
16.232 3.492 48.053 42.221 
85% 80% 76% 69% 
16. 137 3.336 41.010 40.081 
99% 96% 85% 95% 
95 156 7.043 2.140 
1% 4% 15% 5% 
0 0 6.273 0 
0% 0% 13% 0% 
95 100 532 1.880 
1% 3% 1% 4% 
0 56 298 260 
0% 2% 1% 1% 
2.922 792 12.806 14.192 
29% 18% 22% 23% 
2.061 646 9.135 11.344 







230 6.709 118.801 
79% 102% 89% 
230 6.709 109.361 
100% 100% 92% 
0 0 9.450 
0% 0% 8% 
0 0 6.213 
0% 0% 5% 
0 0 2.813 
0% 0% 2% 
0 0 624 


































































I wine year 1989190 I I BELO. I oeur. I ELLAS 1 FRAt·lce I IT AliA -T LuKo~-L UK I EUR 10 I PORT. I ESP. DUif]f] 
10 
!1 wine production I CT I 14.491 T-4~3T] -61.058[60,32!]-232 J 27 I 140.663 I 7,890 ) 32.444 I 180.997 I 
IMPORTS 
t of production 
INTRA 
~XTRI\ 
Use + exPort 
\ of pr~duction + imports 
ua~ (excluding intervention) 
'\ of production-+ imports-
Direct human consumption 
\ of use 
ttndustriel use + losses 
\ of Use 
of which: wine spirits 
\ of use 
other (Vennouth + vlneqar) 
\ of use 
losses 
\ of use 
--
:EXPORTS 





Intervention (distillation + otl1~r1 
\ of productionn 
Balance (production+impots)-(use+distillation) 
Stock var la t'ion ( ") 
(*) import and export included 
Source: DG VI E2 wine report 





















9.124 66 6.964 
63% 1% 10% 
8.053 46 5.214 
1.071 10 750 
16.337 3.357 48.997 
69% 73% 73% 
16.292 3.198 40.484 
100% 95% 83% 
45 159 8.513 
0% 5% 17% 
0 0 7.750 
0% 0% 16% 
45 100 463 
0% 3% 1% 
0 59 300 
0% 2% 1% 
3.160 1.206 12.400 
22% 27% 20% 
2.031 1.040 8.501 
1.129 166 3.899 
-• in•ignifieant 
998 148 7.226 
2% 64% . 
992 112 6.647 
6 36 579 
35.415 220 7.340 
58% 58% 101% 
33.375 220 7.340 
94% 100% 100% 
2.040 0 0 
6% 0% 0% 
0 0 0 
0% 0% 0% 
1.780 0 0 
5% 0% 0% 
260 0 0 
1% 0% 0% 
13.539 89 92 
22% 38% 
10.777 89 71 
























































































705 83 84,94 
673 83 81,08 
1967 850 83 102,41 
1968 
1969 
846 84 100,71 























1.385 88 157,39 
844 92 91,74 
1.044 93 112,26 
1.498 96 156,04 
953 98 97,24 
1.294 99 130,71 
1.212 100 121,20 
1.455 101 144,06 
1.022 102 100,20 
1.145 95 120,53 
649 95 68,32 
1.002 97 103,30 
2.156 98 220,00 
1.790 100 179,00 
1.190 101 117,82 
815 101 80,69 
1.460 101 144,55 
1.310 100 131,00 
1.345 101 133,17 
1.956 102 191,76 
1.150 101 113,86 
1.375 103 133,50 
Source: Eurostat-Cronos situation at 14.7.1992 


























































































































Area (1000 ha) 

























































































































Product ion ·(10001) 
IM4 INS IM4 tNl IN& IMt tnt ttll lfU UlJ t·n• UU ltJC un ana lt1't ltM ltll U-.J INS I<N4 INS UU Ull ltU It&t 
Area (1000 ha) 
Yield .(100 Kg/ha) 


































9.69'6 1.396 69,46 
8.881 1.384 64,17 
8.855 1.380 64,17 
9.395 , . _1.358 69,18 . .. 
7.194 1.336 53,85 
10.713 1.310 81,78 
8.887 1.292 68,78 
8.480 1.295 65,48 
11.853 1.303 90,97 
10.890 1.304 83,51 
9.437 1.299 72,65 
10.481 1.289 81,31 . 
,; . ' 
7.532 1.260 59,78 
8.373 1.231 68,02 
" 11.980 1,214 98,68 
-- ~.762 1.157 75,73 
7.389 1.126 65,62 
10.076 1.111 90,69 
9.041 1.095 82,57 
8.370 1.076 77,79 
8.969 1~063 84,37 
9.34o· 1.044. 89,46 
9.164 1.033 88,71 
7.138 989 72,17 
7.314 964 75,87 
7.91.7 909 87,10 
5.219 905 57,67 
Source: Eurostat-Cronos situation at 14.7 .. 1992 
- .A~ ~ -b\'':':'~CE::::::::::''J 
Product ion :·(1000l) 
.. r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
" 
Area (1000 ha) 
-~~--------~--------~~~-~-~----·, 
Yield . (1 00 Kglha) 
'" 
.. 
'--;1ti,.:;-,-;;,.~.,-;1t;,.,,-;;,,..2;--;,;.,.,,-,;;,..;u,,,.:;-,-,,;;,..,.,.,..,=--;,;1..,;:-,-;;1 ,~""'t,.,;-,;;,';;,:-;,.f;,.;-;,;t..,;;:,-,,,l;.,.;-;,;t..,;;,-;;,.~,.;-;,t,,,..-;;,,~ ..:-o,.*•'•-;;,.~.,;-.-;,t;,.,,-.:,.~.,;-;,rf.,.;;-,-,,.t.;,.;-;,~,.o;,-.-..,t.:.,.-,o!".--.:..--.:..-· 













































































































































Product ion · (tOOOT) 
IMl lfoC1 I'H) I~ 194) t.U IMl INC I'Nt ttl• lfll 1971 1f'U 14lt ttl) IU.6 ttn 19l'C lf)t U..O lUI ltU UU tt&ol lfU lfN Jtll 19U .... IHO J9'9l 
Area (1000 ha) 
Yield (100 Kg/ha) 
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